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Simulating spread spectrum systems
L. C. PALMER AND P. Y. CHANG
(Manuscript received May 17, 1989)

A bstract
Spread spectrum systems expand the bandwidth of communications signals in an
apparently random way, thereby achieving covertness and/or interference immunity.
Simulation of these systems requires representation of the very large bandwidth-time
products (W,Tn) that are characteristic of such signals. This paper describes a computer
program that simulates direct-sequence pseudonoise and frequency hopping (Fill
systems. Test results presented include the application of importance sampling to
reduce the length of Monte Carlo simulations of FH systems.

Introduction
Software simulation is a well-established adjunct to communications
channel modeling and link design. Existing software programs are used to
predict performance and to permit tradeoff and sensitivity studies prior to
extensive investment in hardware. Some of these software packages have
evolved over a number of years [IJ,[2].
In a typical channel simulation, random information bits are generated and
used to modulate a sampled complex-envelope [3[ representation of the
signal. The modulated signal is ovcrsampled using at least eight samples per
symbol to maintain adequate accuracy. The sampled signal is then operated
on in turn by software elements that simulate filtering, channel nonlinearities,
and additive noise and interference. A simulated receiver operation is used
to synchronize to and demodulate the signal, evaluating link performance by
163
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either counting bit errors (the direct Monte Carlo approach) or estimating bit
error rate (HER) using hybrid simulation/analysis techniques.
In principle, these simulation techniques can be applied directly to spread
spectrum signals [4]-181. However, in practice, the scale of the simulation
expands by several orders of magnitude when dealing with such signals. This
expansion is best illustrated by considering a binary phase shift keyed
signal that is converted into a direct-sequence pseudonoise (DSPN) signal by
modulo-2 adding a sequence of pseudorandom binary elements to the original
data bits.
In typical DSPN applications, the rate of the pseudorandom binary elements
might be two or three orders of magnitude higher than the original data bit
rate, so that each original data bit is subdivided into a large number of
pseudorandom elements, or chips. The ratio of bit duration, Te (equals I /Ra,
the bit rate) to chip duration, T, (equals I/W3), y = Tb/T,= W,/R,, = W,T,„
is referred to variously as the signal bandwidth-time product, the processing
gain (of the correlation receiver), or the bandwidth expansion (ratio of spread
bandwidth to data bandwidth). To simulate these DSPN systems using existing
channel modeling and simulation programs, samples of the individual chips
must he created within the program. This increases the simulation length by
the bandwidth expansion factor y, which can be 1,000 or more.
In contrast to DSPN systems that expand bandwidth by using a high-chiprate (Re) signal to modulate the carrier, thereby creating a signal with a wide
power density spectrum, frequency-hopping (PH) signals have narrow instantaneous bandwidth but hop around in frequency in a pseudorandom manner
to cover a very wide bandwidth. After the intended receiver is synchronized
to the pseudorandom code used at the transmitter, the receiver can follow
and de-hop the incoming signal to restore it to the original, relatively narrow,
baseband where demodulation can take place.
Implementation of frequency hopping requires a frequency synthesizer that
can output orthogonal frequencies over a wide bandwidth (W,) with spacing
R,,. The ratio W,/R,, can be very large and is analogous to processing gain in
the DSPN system. Frequency hopping can be either slow or fast relative to
the information bit rate, R, With slow frequency hopping, the transmitter
changes frequency slowly relative to the bit rate, so that many bits are sent
before the synthesizer makes a large change in frequency. With fast frequency
hopping, the synthesizer hops to a new frequency several times during each
data bit. Demodulation then requires combining the metrics from the diversity
hops that make up each data bit. Because hopping is almost always incoherent,
PH systems typically use a noncoherent modulation technique such as
orthogonal M-ary frequency shift keying (M-ary FSK).
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This paper describes a simulation program called SPREADt that models
and simulates both DSPN and PH systems. The simulation structure repetitively
generates and processes large blocks of N simulated samples representing
one or more spread spectrum signals. Certain elements, such as signal
generators, are unique to the SPREAD program; other elements such as filters,
nonlinearities, noise generators, and certain demodulator elements have been
adapted from the CHAMP 191,110] program.
After the program structure was defined, the program was validated by
testing using classical channel modeling configurations 11I I with known
results. For example, DSPN signals with different processing gains were
simulated through linear and hard-limiting channels. Monte Carlo, or errorcounting, simulations were also made for PH systems using noncoherent
M-ary FSK.
The program was developed on an IBM 30836 computer and then converted
for use on an Apollo Model DM3000 workstation. Typical simulations run at
a rate of 0.1 to I bit/s. DSPN simulations can use hybrid simulation/analysis
techniques that determine an average BER from the scatter diagrams collected
at the output of the correlation receivers. Because of the highly nonlinear
nature of M-ary ESK demodulators, which are implemented as a bank of M
matched filters followed by envelope detectors, Monte Carlo (error-counting)
simulations must be conducted.
Since lengthy Monte Carlo simlations of Fit systems become impractical
for large numbers of data bits (10,000 or more), importance sampling
1121,1131 has been investigated as an alternative means of predicting low bit
error probabilities. The application of importance sampling to Fit simulations
has given reasonably accurate results for some known cases. More experimentation is needed to gain confidence with this technique.

Simulation approach
The SPREAD program is a time-domain simulation that models and simulates
spread spectrum systems to evalute BER performance. The program contains
signal generation, signal analysis, and signal reception functions. These
elements provide a flexible capability to generate different spread spectrum
and jamming signals and to evaluate the end-to-end performance of spread
spectrum links. This section describes the overall structure and function of
the program.
t The SPREAD program is being developed by COMSAT Laboratories under
corporate sponsorship.
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Overall program structure

The SPREAD program can simulate one or more DSPN or PH signals. For
example, multiple DSPN signals can be simulated to evaluate code-division
multiple access (CDMA) systems. The program is divided into four major
parts, as shown in Figure 1: initialization, signal generation, channel analysis,

I

ZERO ARRAYS
ZERO
READ USER'S INPUT DATA

and receivers. Signal samples are processed one block at a time. In each
block, a signal generation section creates samples of DSPN or FH signals.

z
0 FILL DATA ARRAY

These signals have a common sampling rate, f., and are added together to
create a sum signal that occupies the total bandwidth, W. The blocks
correspond to either one data bit of the lowest-rate DSPN signal or one hop
of the FH signal with the longest dwell time. A large number of signals can
he generated, added together, and then demodulated individually.
Spectrum spreading of the signals is controlled by selectable I'N generators.
Currently, linear shift register generators with a maximum of 31 stages are
used. For each signal, identical generators are included at the transmitter and
the receiver. Each code generator can be initialized independently or
synchonized to be exactly in phase.
After generation and summing, the composite signal can be operated on
by conventional channel elements such as filters and nonlinearities before
noise and interfering or jamming signals are added. After these elements are
combined, the signals can be processed using routines that perform operations
such as spectral analysis.

N

The final section of the program contains receivers that demodulate each
signal. These receivers operate sequentially on each block of data to
demodulate the one signal to which they are synchronized. Individual PN
generators are used which, when synchronized, correlate the composite signal
with local references to de-spread the DSPN signals or de-hop the individual
r-H signals. Following these operations, the individual baseband signals are
demodulated using conventional simulation modules. In particular, standard
hybrid simulation/analysis techniques 1101.113] are used to determine BER
for DSPN signals, and error-counting routines are used to determine BER for
FIT signals.
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Signal generation

DSPN signals are generated in sampled complex-envelope form as
Sk = VP D,'PN, exp (j 27f, k/f,, + JO)

REACHED
LAST
BLOCK

+ jV Dt PN, exp (j 2'Ir.t;, k/f + j8) (1)
where S, = kth complex signal sample
P = power in the signal

Figure I . Elements of the Spread-Spectrum Simulation Program
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Dl, DQ = ifth in-phase and quadrature data bits (± I), respectively.
[For binary phase shift keyed ( BPSK ) data, D, = De.
PNf , PNQ = jth in-phase and quadraturc chips (- 1 ) , respectively. (Typically, j advances 1 , 2, ... , N, where N denotes the integer
number of chips per bit, and then the data hit changes.)
signal frequency (which can equal 0)
J, = sampling rate
0 = initial phase angle of this signal. For coherent DSPN signals
this remains constant throughout the simulation run.
k = continuous index of the samples.

INDIVIDUAL DISCRETE SPECTRAL LINES
N DISCRETE SPECTRAL LINES

FH signals are generated using the inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
as
N 1

FREQUENCY
RESOLUTION

27 1r

Sr=^,A,exp j+j0

At = f5 /N

N

_ A exp

2wku
jN

I

+j-)

(2)

-fS/2 -fS/4

0

1/4

where SA = kth complex signal sample
a = index [0 - a - (N - I)] of the single complex DFr
coefficient that is nonzero. This index is selected as a random
B-bit integer, B = log,(N/4). The least significant at bits
Im = logz(M)] are supplied by the random data source for
M-ary FSK. The most significant (B - m) bits are obtained
from the PN generator and control the coarse hopping.
N = block size of the DFr
A, = complex DFr coefficient at discrete spectral line r. For a
single hopping signal, all A, = 0 except the line with index
r= a.

The power in the hopping signal at discrete spectral line a is selected as
A,, Aa = P0, where * denotes the complex conjugate. The phase angle 0 =
tan-'{lm(A0)/Re(A0)} is selected randomly on the interval () - 27) from
hop to hop. Hopping is restricted to the interval ±1/4,f to allow for
subsequent filtering and to be compatible with the DSPN generation, which
must oversample the PN chips using at least eight samples per chip.
The frequency resolution of the DEL is f,/N, where N is the block size.
For a typical 4-ary FSK FIT simulation with a LIFT block size of 8,192 complex
samples, groups of four randomly selected tones can be hopped over
± 1/4f, or over 4,096/4 = 1,024 groups of four frequency bins. This
subdivision of the discrete frequency domain, and its relationship to the
discrete spectrum of a high-rate DSPN signal, are shown in Figure 2.

f/2

DISCRETE
FREQUENCY

K-Af

SIMULATED DSPN
SIGNAL WITH
8 SAMPLES/CHIP
f5= 8RC

I

ll^ ^ 11111111111111IMMIIY
-15/2 -fS/4 0 Re fS/4 fS/2

Figure 2. Representation of DSPN and FH Signals in the Discrete
Frequency Domain
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Correlation receivers

The spreading operation performed at the transmitter must be undone at
the receiver in order to collapse the bandwidth back to that of the original
data. This is accomplished in the simulation program by implementing
correlation receivers for each signal to be demodulated. For DSPN signals,
these correlators multiply the incoming waveform, chip by chip, by a locally
derived PN sequence. The individual products are accumulated by an integrateand-dump operation over each data symbol. With perfect caner-phase and
chip-timing synchronization, this operation reverses the spreading that was
done at the transmitter. The operation is shown conceptually in Figure 3.
The receiver for FH signals also uses a local PN generator to de-hop the
incoming signal, leaving a baseband containing the M-ary ESK tones of that
particular signal. Several options then exist in the receiver implementation
to normalize the signal levels prior to accumulating the matched-filter metrics,
making the final selection of the filter with the largest output, and mapping
to the corresponding data hits. These alternatives are shown conceptually in
Figure 4.
Summary of program features

The simulation program is implemented to allow different PN generators
to spread BPSK or quadrature phase shift keyed (QPSK) signals or to control
the hopping of M-ary FSK signals with M = 2, 4, 8, or 16. Noise or tone
jamming can be added to the signals, in addition to like-signal interference
(for CDMA simulations). Block size is currently limited to 211 (16,384);
therefore, frequency hopping over -f1/4 allows 8,192 frequency bins to be
used. With 4-ary FSK, 2,048 hopping positions are available. Signals are
processed one block at a time, thus providing unlimited simulation length.
Conventional graphic routines I or spectra and scatter plots are taken from
the CHAMP program.

The SPREAD program is written in Fortran 77 and requires -3 Mbyte of
core memory. It is currently being run on an Apollo DM3000 workstation.
,Simulation results

Tests were conducted to demonstrate program capabilities and to validate
the simulation of DSPN and EH systems. These tests included channel
configurations where performance trends can be predicted from known results.
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Simulation results for DSPN systems
THREE DSPN SIGNALS

Simulations were run to test the DSI'N correlation receivers and calibrate
the HER estimation process. Figure 3 illustrated a test case with three BPSK
DSPN signals in a CDMA configuration, using different PN codes but the same
chip rate. These signals have equal power but a different number of chips
per bit (1,024, 512, or 256), as indicated.
The codes for the signals are generated by linear shift-register configurations
with 4, 5, and 13 stages, respectively . The short codes repeat several times
in a bit duration , resulting in discrete line spectra which are evident in the
composite spectrum, as depicted in the insert of Figure 3. Figure 5 shows
scatter diagrams in the decision region, as well as estimated average BER
results. The performance degradation due to mutual interference increases as
the number of chips per bit (processing gain ) decreases.
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A second series of simulation runs was made with a single DSI'N signal
and the following three interference conditions:
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• One sine wave jamming signal much larger than the communications
signal
• Ten sine wave jamming signals with combined power much greater
than the communications signal
• White noise over the transmission bandwidth.
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These runs were conducted for jamming-power to signal-power ratios (.US)
of 13, 17, 20, and 23 dB. The tests were then repeated with an ideal hardlimiter in the channel, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 depicts simulated
spectra for these cases.
sex results are plotted in Figure 8 for a single sine wave jammer vs JIS.
The jammer power. J, appears in the desprcad haseband channel as noise in
the in-phase and quadrature channels. These additional noise components
have total power, or variance, o-, = [(J/S)IPGI"'-, where PG is the processing
gain or number of chips per bit. One-half of this power falls into each of the
in-phase and quadrature channels and adds to the thermal noise that is already
present on these channels with relative variance of o;' = N„ /2E6. As an
example, for the signal with a processing gain of 512, the jammer variance
out of the correlator would be (100/512) = 0.195 when J/S = 20 dB. This
value adds to thermal noise. For example, when E1,/No = 10 dB, one-half
of the jammer noise adds to each channel, effectively doubling the noise or
halving the E,,/N,,.
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Figure 6. Model for One DSPN QPSK Signal With Various Jammers
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Figure 7. Simulated Spectra Into and Out of Hard-Limiter

Figure 8. Simulation Results: DSPN With Liner Channel and
Single Sine-Wave Jammer

Figure 9 summarizes results from a final series of six DSPN tests. BER is
plotted for three different types of jamming signals, with J/S kept constant
at 13 dB, and with and without the hard-limiter in the channel. Without the
limiter, the three types of jammers degrade the channel by approximately
I dB at a BER of 10-6. Ten sine wave jammers are almost equivalent to
Gaussian noise. When the limiter is included in the channel, a small additional
degradation is noted for the multiple sine wave and noise jammers. With the
single sine wave jammer, an additional loss is noted because the desired
carrier is suppressed in the limiter.
The trend of these results agrees with analytical findings [14] and confirms
the general behavior expected. For a hard-limiting channel, approximately
I dB of additional degradation is expected for a noise jammer, as compared
with the linear channel. The sine wave jammer will produce additional
performance degradation due to signal suppression in the limiter. For
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Figure 9. Jamming Results for Single BPSK DSPN Signal (512 chips/hit)
With Quaternary PN

quaternary PN and BPSK data, this additional loss would approach 6 d13 as
J/S became very large [14].

generator at the transmitter . For example, with 4-ary PSK, hopping would
take place over 1,024 sets of four contiguous tones covering - 1/4f.
The phase angle of the tone is random on (0 - 21T ) from hop to hop.
After frequency-to-time conversion using the inverse DP-r (IDFT ), Gaussian
random numbers are added to the in-phase and quadrature channels. After
passing through the channel , the DET (time-to-frequency ) precedes the dehopping step , where a synchronized PN generator at the receiver selects the
M discrete spectral lines corresponding to the M possible tones of the M-ary
ESK signal. The discrete spectral lines are then converted to envelope as
P,. = A, A;.
The above operation implements a bank of M matched filters , followed by
envelope detectors . If one hop corresponds to one symbol , then the M
envelope values are compared to find the largest (" largest-of-selection"),
and this largest line is mapped to recover the demodulated information bits.
These bits are then compared to the transmitted hits, and errors are counted.
With fast frequency hopping, transmitted symbols are divided into L diversity
chips, each of which is hopped over a wide bandwidth . The matched filter
outputs on each of these diversity hops must be saved and combined before
a final decision can be made on the symbol. Figure 4 showed options for
this combining , as well as for the use of side information such as information
on jammer state.
To evaluate the performance of Lit systems , Monte Carlo simulations must
be conducted because of the highly nonlinear nature of the demodulation
process. Evaluation of BER by error counting requires extremely long
simulation runs , with the time increasing as lower IPRs (higher Er,/N„) are
evaluated. It was necessary to investigate some means of reducing the CPU
time required for these simulations. The importance sampling technique [121
offers promise in this area , and results obtained with importance sampling
are given later in this paper.
Table I summarizes the results of Monte Carlo simulations used to
determine the BIER of Fn systems with one hop per M-ary symbol . Figure 10
compares these results with theoretical results for M = 2, 4, and 8. For an
M-ary orthogonal PSK system with m = log,(M)I the theoretical bit error
probability is 1151

Simulation results for Fill systems

As illustrated in Figure 4, Fa systems were simulated using a block size,
N, of 8,192. Noncoherent M-ary FSK is simulated with M = 2. 4, and 8.
Tones are generated by selecting a random B-bit word [B = log2(8,192) =
131, with the in = log,(M) least signficant bits determined by the random
data bits, and the (B - m) most significant bits determined by the PN

(M )

PD 2(M

l) (

I

Ip' n exp -m

N„ n

which, for M = 4, gives
Ph = e r,1rv• - 2/3 e 4:3

+ 1/6 e

rero

(3)
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TABLE 1. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULIS FOR FREQUENCY HOPPING

100

I

USING M-ARY FSK IN Winn' NOISE
la (671/)
CONI IDENCL
IN I i RVALS

E„/N, No. Brrs No.
M (dB) SIMULATED ERRORS HER LowLR UPPER

2 5 2,048 209 0.102 0.095 0.108
7 3,000 130 0.043 0.040 0.047
8 2,048 48 0.023 0.020 0.027
10 7.000 20 0.00286 0.0022 0.0035

10

4 0 2.048 502 0.245 0.235 0.254
2 4,096 562 0.137 0.132 0.142
4 4,096 250 0.061 0.057 0.065
6 17,384 256 0.0156 0.0146 0.0166
7 32.768 221 0.0067 00063 00072
8 18,000 35 0.0019 0.0016 0.0023

m

10
8 3 1,536 103 0.067 0.061 0.073
4 6,144 215 0.035 0.032 0.0373
5 12,288 187 0.0152 0.0141 0.0163
6 18.000 83 0.0046 0.0041 0.0051
7 22,000 23 (.0010 0.0008 0.0013

Good agreement is noted between the results shown in Figure 10 and the
theoretical results.
Additional Monte Carlo simulations were conducted for E,,/N„ = 1, 2,
and 3 dB, with results as shown in Table 2. Note that the simulation runs
for E„/No of I and 2 dB are quite accurate. A fractional accuracy of (Np)- 12
is expected at the lrr confidence level, which would he 3 percent at
E,,/N„ = I dB and 4 percent at E,,/N„ = 2 dB. At Es/N„ = 3 dB, a for
accuracy of about 3.5 percent is expected, and the observed error is twice
this value.
For these three simulation runs, convergence of the simulated BER results
was checked vs run length. The results are shown in Figure 11, where
simulation run lengths range from 4,096 to 8,192 hits. Runs of this length
are practical, but still require about I hour of CPU time. Runs that are 10
times this length (in an attempt to estimate lower HER) quickly become
impractical.
Even for coded operation, there is usually greater interest in error
probabilities lower than 10-', and it is generally desirable to obtain estimates
in the region of 10 3, 10 4, or even lower. Because such low estimates

to -

0

2

4

V I I
6
8
10
Eb/ND (dB)

I I
12

I I
14

Figure 10. HER Results for FH: White Gaussian Noise Channel

TABLE 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING MONDE CARLO SIMULATION
la CONriDFN(0.
BER

IN F RN AI.s

E,/N,,
(dB)

No. Brrs
SIMULATED

ERRORS

EXPERIMENTN

TBEORPTR'AI,

(H)

LOWER

UPPER

1
2
3

4,096
4,096
8,192

733
562
741

0.1790
0.1372
0.09()45

0.1848
0.1399
1109772

-3
-2
-7.4

0.1781
0.1341
0.0943

0.1915
0.1457
0.1012

No.

ERROR
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If a Monte Carlo simulation experiment is designed to estimate p with a
fractional accuracy -a, and ko confidence is desired in the answer, then

0.20

THEORETICAL
BER
0.1848 AT
Ft/N, = 1 dB

0.18

0,16

k Np 1- p)/N - ap
giving the required simulation length

(5 )

N >(k)2(1 -P)
a P

to
CONFIDENCE
INTERVALS
0.1399 AT
Eb/NO=2dB

0.12

(4)

For example , for ± 10-percent accuracy (a = 0.1) with 67-percent (k = 1,
la) confidence,' the number of bits simulated should be 100(1 - p)/pI00/p.
The ko confidence intervals for the simulation experiment that runs N bits
and observes E errors can be obtained as
E WE
Lower confidence interval = N N
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Figure 11. Experimental BER Estimate vs Run Length
cannot be obtained using Monte Carlo methods, alternative techniques must
he considered. With the importance sampling technique outlined in the next
section, estimates of BER can be extrapolated to much lower values of P0.

Application of importance sampling
For normal Monte Carlo error-counting simulations, BER is estimated as
p = E/N, where N bits are simulated and E errors are experienced and
counted. If p is the true error probability and 5 is the estimate of that
probability, then an experiment with N trials should give an expected value
of E of E = Np, and the standard deviation of E would be or, =
Np.

If p = 10-' and 100 errors are observed in a simulation run of 165 bits,
then the estimate, 3, is 100/10' = 10 ', and the In, confidence intervals are
0.9 x 10-' to I. I x 10-', which is -10 percent of the true HER.
The SPREAD program models an ELI system by generating a 4-ary FSK
signal in the frequency domain and then displacing this signal randomly over
a large frequency range to simulate hopping. One symbol duration of
simulated signal is then transformed to the time domain, where noise is
added to the l and Q samples. This block of data typically contains 8,192
complex samples.
After the addition of noise, the FH signal is transformed back to the
frequency domain, where the hopping is removed. The remaining 4-ary FSK
signal is demodulated to produce the data bits. Because of the large number
of samples that must be generated for each 4-ary symbol (which conveys
2 bits), simulation of the Fit system takes a large amount of cPU time. To
experience 100 errors at a HER of 10-', for example. 105 bits or 50,000

T k - I corresponds to to or 63-percent confidence (i.e., two out of three random
simulations should be within the required accuracy range); k = 2 corresponds to 95percent confidence (19 out of 20 random simulations should be within the required
range); etc.
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symbols would have to be simulated. Typically, a day of CPU time is needed
on a large computer, and almost 10 days on a workstation, to accurately
simulate a HER of 10'. Thus, it is not practical to obtain direct Monte Carlo
simulation results for HER, much below 10-'.
Importance sampling

Importance sampling [12],(13] has been investigated as a means of reducing
the length of Monte Carlo simulations for FH systems. With importance
sampling, a Monte Carlo simulation run to confirm an error rate of p, which
ordinarily would require that N bits he simulated to observe F errors (yielding
an estimate p = E/N), can be run for a much smaller number of bits. To
implement importance sampling, the noise input into the simulated demodulator is biased, or increased, so that more errors are produced and
counted than normally would he experienced. The bias is computed as the
simulation progresses, and this computed weight can then be used to unbias
the error count to correct the experimentally measured error rate.
Importance sampling is implemented using a biased probability density
function (pdf), J*(), of the noise into the simulated demodulator, rather
than the unbiased pdf, f(n). A weight, w(k), is produced for each bit as
w(k) = 7(nk)lf(nk), where Ilk denotes the random noise numbers that are
added to the kth hit. Appropriate processing is performed to obtain the weight
if more than one noise number is involved.
In FH simulations, thousands of noise numbers are generated on each
simulated symbol. The error count is then "unbiased" by the weight to
produce an unbiased HER estimate, as
I K
HER estimate =

w(k) E(k) (6)
MK Ri

where E(k) is either 1 . 2, ... , or in (the possible number of bit errors on
the kth symbol) if symbol k is in error, and 0 otherwise. Each symbol conveys
in bits, and K symbols are simulated. This technique was implemented. and
the test results are given below.
Simulation results using importance sampling

The simulation of FIT systems is a natural application for importance
sampling 121 because of the extremely large bandwidth-time products that
must be represented and modeled. In the current SPREAD program, each bit
is represented by 8,192 samples, so the program takes about 1,000 times as
long to run as comparable CHAMP simulations. Also, because the underlying
M-ary FSK modulation requires a nonlinear demodulator, it is not possible to
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use the hybrid simulation-analysis approach that yields such large time savings
in CHAMP.

For example, if a simulation run is desired that will estimate a 8ER of
10 3, then 102 bits must normally be run to experience and count 100 errors.
If the input noise is biased to cause errors to occur much more frequently
(say if 100 errors are experienced in only 104 bits), and if this bias can be
measured in the simulation program, then the error count can he corrected
to give an estimate of the HER atp = 10-'. In this example, if comparable
accuracy is achieved, a 1,000-to-1 saving is possible because performance
of the 10-5 HER level is estimated with a Monte Carlo simulation of length
l04 bits instead of 102 bits.
APPLICATION OF IMPORTANCE SAMPLING

A fairly straightforward way to bias the input noise numbers is to simply
increase the noise by using variances oz for the noise probability density
functionf°(nj), rather than o„ where a; > o'. The simulation is thus made
at a relatively low value of Eb/No, the bias is computed, errors are counted,
and the error count is then corrected to estimate performance. In effect,
this extrapolates the results obtained at a relatively high HER (relatively low
Ea/N,,) to lower HER, (higher Eh/N0).
The simulation process is shown in Figure 12. After frequency domain
generation, the Fu signals are transformed to the time domain, where Gaussian
random numbers are added to the block of signal samples. These random
numbers have zero mean and a standard deviation of IF,. Referring to the
complex noise sequence as z,
z (x1, Yi; X11 Y2; A2, Y3; ... X,v, YN)

(7)

The joint pdf for N pairs of noise samples is
TN I X- t
f(z) = 11
exp - =exp -1

2ao 2 a2

y'

2 0= )

(8)

Given that noise numbers are drawn from the population with a biased
standard deviation, o„ rather than the smaller standard deviation, a, then a
weight can be determined as

(x;, Y,)

I/o?

1'')I
1/0. (X + Y )l

exp

I( ]
2 U,

) (X ,
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The weight for the N pairs of noise numbers applied to the samples of the
kth symbol is
V tr I 1 1
Wk = l! , exp - -(- - )(x + y (10)
2
Taking the natural logarithm gives
en (Wk ) = 2N fn (v, la,) -

N
Qz - Lr) (A + Y) (I I )

The average weight is obtained by dividing by N to give
fn (Wk) = fn (if1/Q 2 I I 1 I

from which the weight is determined by taking the inverse of the logarithm.
This weight is computed on each of the k symbols and is used to correct
for the bias in the error count. If K symbols are simulated and an error count,
Ek, is produced (Ek = 0 if no error occurs; Ek = I, 2, . . . , m if one or
more hit errors occurs), then an estimate of PER is
I x
pG

-

-

MK k=1

Wk Ek

(13)

where m is the number of bits per symbol. Typically, a direct error count
will be made with Wk = 1, which corresponds to a conventional Monte
Carlo simulation at a low baseline value of E,,/N,,. At the same time, BER
estimates can be made for a series of higher values of EhIN by computing
the corresponding weights, Wk, on each symbol. These error counts are then
unbiased, using the weights, to estimate PER at each of the higher values of
E,,IN,,.
SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results for 4-ary FSK with one hop per symbol are summarized
in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 13 using importance sampling to estimate
PER at much lower values ofp than are experienced directly in the simulation.
The results are somewhat mixed. The first simulation run (run I, baseline
E,,IN„ = I dB) corresponds to a very noisy case in which 733 error events
were recorded. Because of the large number of errors, good accuracy is
obtained when compared to the theoretical (solid) curve in Figure 13. This
accuracy degrades somewhat for the extrapolated points, but then gives a
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Figure 13. Simulated BER Results vs EI,IN,
surprisingly accurate estimate at p = 10-7. To achieve 3-percent accuracy
at a BER of 10-7, about 700 errors (requiring 7 x 10" bits) would have to
be recorded. At 1 bit/s, such a simulation would take several hundred years.
Run 2 in Table 3 also gives reasonable results starting at a baseline EbIN„
of 2 dB; however, accuracy becomes poor for the extrapolated points at BER
lower than 10-4. Similarly, the accuracy of run 3, which has a baseline
E,,IN„ of 3 dB, degrades rapidly for P, lower than 10-1. For this particular
set of experiments, no single baseline E,,IN, value gives uniformly low errors
in estimating the lower BER value at higher EhIN,,.
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A general conclusion based on these simulation experiments with importance sampling is that ± 1-dB accuracy is achieved down to a HER of 10-'
to 10 4. For lower error rates, results tend to be very erratic. The technique
was applied here to a channel for which the answer can be computed
analytically (i.e., the answer is known). Much more experience is needed
with this technique before it can be applied with confidence to more general
channels for which answers are not known.

100

FAST-HOPPING SIMULATION RESULTS

10-2

The simulation model has been modified to implement L chip diversity for
4-ary and 8-ary FSK. Simulations were run for L = 4 to test the program.
The accumulated outputs of the matched filters, Z; (i = 1, 2, ... . in) over
the L chips, where the individual in-phase and quadrature outputs are denoted
by X,1, Y,1, are formed as
ZI = (X;1 + Y
I= I

(14)

The matched filter with the largest output is selected , and the in = log, (M)
information hits that correspond to that filter are provided as output . Although
this strategy is not necessarily the best approach with partial hand jamming,
it was used to validate the simulation model for a case where theoretical
results can be calculated.
Figure 14 shows simulation results for 4-ary FSK with four hops per
symbol . Results for 8-ary FSK with four hops per symbol , using importance
sampling, are given in Figure 15. For both of these tests, importance sampling
gives reasonably accurate results when HER is extrapolated to a value that is
one or two orders of magnitude lower than that experienced directly in the
Monte Carlo simulation at a high baseline E,/N,,.
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Conclusions
A special simulation program (SPREAD) has been developed and tested to
model and simulate spread spectrum systems. Both DSPN and FH systems can
be simulated. The program has been successfully transferred to a workstation
environment, where it runs at about one-tenth the speed as on COMSAT'S
mainframe computer. For a DFr block size of 8,192 (equivalent to a W,T,,
product of 1,024), the simulation runs at about 0. 1 bit/s on the workstation.
Increasing the block size by a factor of 2 or even 4 might he feasible (with
a corresponding increase in simulation time).
The model can be used to investigate BFR performance for DSPN systems
by employing existing hybrid simulation/analysis techniques that process a

Figure 14. Simulated P, vs EI,IN,, Results for 4-arv FSK With
4 hops/symbol
scatter diagram. For FH systems, with a highly nonlinear demodulation
process, superposition does not hold and Monte Carlo (error-counting)
simulations must be used. Here, importance sampling appears to offer the
potential to obtain reasonably accurate BER estimates with reasonable simulation lengths. More experimentation is needed to gain confidence in this
technique.
It is anticipated that SPREAD will have applications other than for end-toend performance estimates. For example, by adding signal and spectral
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Figure 15. Simulated HER v
the program can be used to evaluate signal detectability.
analysis elements ,
it could also be used
By implementing explicit Pty code tracking algorithms ,
to study particular receiver implementations.
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Abstract
The generalized hardware and software algorithm designs of a class of digital signal
processor (asp)-based programmable modems are described. These low-cost modems
can operate at bit rates from a few hundred bits per second to several hundred kilobits
per second in wide-ranging applications such as small earth stations for thin routes,
and single-channel-per-carrier land, maritime, and aeronautical mobile terminals.
Modulation formats of BPSK/QPSKroffset-Qp5K, in burst and continuous modes, were
implemented in the prototype modems. 'l'o accommodate the wide range of bit rates,
a multiprocessor architecture that can be adapted to various application-specific
configurations was devised. Actual hardware implementations of this architecture for
candidate applications are discussed, and the software algorithms for fast burst- and
continuous-mode acquisition are described. Typical bit error rate performance test
results on an additive white Gaussian noise channel are given for the candidate
applications. 't'hese results demonstrate very good correspondence with the theoretical
predictions.

Iatrot ,anion
In a power-limited satellite communications channel, phase-shift-keyed
(I'sK) modulated signals with coherent demodulation particularly when
combined with channel coding and soft-decision decoding, have proved to
195
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be extremely power-efficient for the reliable transmission of digital information
[I]. Each of the various PSK-based modulation techniques, including binary
PSK (BPSK), quarternary P5K (QPSK), minimum shift keying (MSK), and offsetQPSK (o-QPSK), has unique transmission properties that are best suited for a
specific channel environment. For example, BPSK is more robust in the
presence of severe phase noise, and is therefore most appropriate for lowhit-rate applications such as in the INMARSAT Standard-C service at
1,200 bills ]2]. QPSK, which can be efficiently filtered to achieve 1.4to 1.5-bills/Hz without degradation from optimal performance, is the most
bandwidth-efficient and thus finds wide application in almost all types of
digital communications up to several hundred megabits per second.
M.K, which can be considered as a class of O-QPSK with constant envelope,
is especially attractive when the channel is highly nonlinear.
o-QPSK, which has less amplitude fluctuation than QPSK and yet is
generally more bandwidth-efficient than MSK (with proper filtering), is
a good compromise between QPSK and MSK and finds application in the
INMARSAT Standard-B and high-rate aeronautical voice services, where the
ability to achieve both moderate bandwidth efficiency and power efficiency
in the presence of channel nonlinearities is important ]3].
In the past, due to mismatch of the transmit and receive filters implemented
with analog techniques, filtered PSK transmissions typically exhibited an
implementation loss of 0.5 to 2 dB (due to component tolerances and other
variations), even if the channel was perfectly linear. Additional throughput
inefficiencies may also be experienced in time-division multiple access
(TDMA) operations due to the need to send long preambles for burst acquisition.
Through the use of digital signal processing technology, power and
bandwidth efficiencies can be substantially improved in terms of both the
filter mismatch loss and the overhead needed for burst-mode acquisition. For
low and medium data rates up to a few hundred kilobits per second, digital
implementations have also been more cost-competitive in recent years because
of the availability of inexpensive digital signal processors (DSPs) such as
those in the Texas Instruments (Ti) 320 family. In addition to improvements
in efficiency, digital implementation also allows for modulation and spectral
shaping programmability such that a general hardware design can be used to
implement almost all PSK modulation types with a family of filtering
characteristics for bit rates ranging from several hundred bits per second up
to several hundred kilobits per second.
Based on the above concept, a number of single, dual, and multiprocessorbased P5K modems of this type were developed. This paper describes the
generalized architecture of these modems and briefly discusses specific
implementations that achieve high speed and fast burst-mode acquisition.

Typical bit error rate (BEE) test results show that these digitally implemented
modems perform very well in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel, with negligible implementation loss.

Generalized DSP•bascd DPSKIQPSK/O•QPSK modem
architecture
Figure 1 is a block diagram of a generalized DSP-based modem. At the
modulator side, serial digital data are converted into modulated samples
through the digital modulator. The modulated samples are then converted
into analog waveforms by a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter at a convenient,
fixed, low intermediate frequency (ir) or at baseband, depending on the
application. To interface with standard IF equipment, and to facilitate channel
selection, this low-tP or baseband signal is converted to a standard IF via an
analog up-converter and channel selector.
At the demodulator side, the analog signal is first down-converted to a
fixed, low IF or to baseband via an analog down-converter and channel
selector. The resultant signal is then sampled by an analog-to-digital (Ain)
converter. Certain applications require complex in-phase and quadranre (I&Q)
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of a Generalized DSP-Based Modem
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demodulator inputs at baseband, in which case two A/D converters are used.
The quantized samples out of the A/D converter are processed by the DSP
chips for carrier recovery, automatic gain control (AGc), and other demodulation functions, whose final outputs are then the demodulated digital data.
A digital clock synchronizer driven by the clock recovery algorithm of the
digital demodulator is used to synchronize the sampling clock.
This general modem structure is designed to keep the sampling frequency
of the digital modulator and demodulator to only a small multiple of the
modulation symbol rate (typically 4 to 16 samples/symbol), thus minimizing
the speed of the critical digital hardware, including the DSPS and D/A and
AID converters. The optional low-IF frequency is generally an integer multiple
of the sampling frequency. Considerations for the fixed low-IF selection arc
somewhat different for the modulator and the demodulator.
In general, the modulator algorithm is relatively straightforward and can
be implemented with digital logic and a lookup table for bit rates up to
several hundred kilobits per second. Thus, the digital modulator hardware
can be operated at these speeds without substantial hardware complexity. A
very low IF at the transmit side, however, causes image rejection difficulties
in the up-converter design. Therefore, practical low IFs tend to be in the
range of hundreds of kilohertz to several megahertz.
At the receive side, image rejection is not a problem in the down-converter
design because the conversion local oscillator is in the center of the IF band.
Hence it is desirable to keep the IF as low as possible, sometimes even at
baseband, which may lead to a design with different IF frequencies at the
transmit and receive sides. Since the modem interfaces with external RIequipment at a standard IF at the modulator output and demodulator input
(typically 70 MHz), the use of different internal transmit and receive low-IF
frequencies is not a problem.
Sampling considerations

A theoretical minimum of two samples per carrier cycle is needed to
faithfully represent the modulated signal. At the modulator side, four samples
per carrier cycle are chosen because at this frequency a sinusoidal wave can
easily be represented by the samples +1, 0, - I, 0. Modulating the carrier
(sampled using these values) by the haseband signal is straightforward with
medium-scale integration digital hardware, thus eliminating the need for
multiplication and table lookup. Further, successive samples are exactly 90°
apart, so that the quadrature signal has non-zero samples only when the inphase signal has zero values. Thus, adding two quadrature signals is equivalent
to time-multiplexing these two signals sample-by-sample.

Modulator struclurc

Once the sampling rate is determined, the modulator processing can be
represented as shown in Figure 2. One hit of digital data, which is represented
as a signal impulse, is first passed through a waveform-shaping filter to
produce an impulse response (Figure 2a), and then modulated by a sinusoidal
waveform (Figure 2b), resulting in a modulated response (Figure 2e). Since
the impulse response has significant non-zero values over a finite number of
symbols, the modulated signal during a particular symbol interval is affected
by the impulse response of a finite number of neighboring symbols. Typically,
for a waveform-shaping filter with a reasonable rolloff factor (40 to 60

(a) Impulse Response Envelope of the Spectral Shaping Filter

(b) Modulating Carrier

(c) Samples After Modulation and Filtering

Figure 2. Time-Series Representation of the Modulation
and Filtering Process
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percent), the impulse response has a practical duration of no more than 7 to
9 symbols. Therefore, all possible waveform shapes representing a symbol
over a symbol duration can be stored as a function of the 7 to 9 adjacent
data symbols that affect the outcome.
Figure 3 depicts a generalized implementation of the modulator using this
approach, With QPSK as the representative modulation. The serial data are
first serial-to-parallel converted to r&Q streams. Each data stream is then fed
into a shift register. The contents of the shift register address a lookup table,
which outputs the modulated samples. The t&Q components from the lookup
tables are then time-multiplexed to produce the final output. For o-QPSK, the
timing of the two shift registers is offset by half a symbol. For BPSK
modulation, each serial data bit is routed to both the I and Q channels.
Alternatively, the quadrature component can be disabled. However, zeroing
the quadrature component reduces the output level by 3 dB compared to the
QPSK or O-QPSK case.

I REGISTER

I TABLE

SE RIALTO. PARALLEL
CONVERTER

MUX

O TABLE

1
3

O REGISTER

Figure 3. General Structure of the Digital Modulator

Demodulator structure

The selection of four samples per carrier cycle does not necessarily provide
similar computational advantages on the demodulator side, since the demodulator must track the slightest frequency and phase differences between the
transmitted signal and receive-side local references. However, it is advan-
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tageous to choose the sampling rate to be an even multiple of the symbol
rate of the modulated signal, because the demodulator requires a minimum
of two samples per symbol-one at the maximum eye opening for data
detection, and the other at the data transition for clock recovery. (For
o-QPSK, data transitions in the in-phase channel occur at the same point as
the maximum eye openings in the quadrature channel, and vice versa.) Since
the modulated signal has a bandwidth about 1.5 times greater than the symbol
rate, and the noise bandwidth of the signal input (for square-root Nyquist
pulse-shaping) is equal to the symbol rate (R,), a sampling rate of four
samples per symbol is selected to avoid aliasing.
The demodulator assumes one of two general structures, depending on the
symbol rate. When the modulation symbol rate is low, a standard configuration
with baseband matched filters, as shown in Figure 4a, is used. QPSK is again
used as the representative modulation. A numerically controlled oscillator
(taco) generates samples of the carrier phase reference, 4). The sine and
cosine values of 4) are multiplied by the incoming signal, and the resultant
samples are filtered by digital low-pass filters (LPFs) whose impulse responses
arc matched to the transmit pulse-shaping filter. The output samples corresponding to maximum eye openings are used for data detection, while those
corresponding to data transitions are used for symbol clock tracking. For
O-QPSK demodulation, the haseband in-phase component is delayed by half
a symbol to compensate for the half-symbol delay imposed on the quadrature
component at the transmit side.
Since the computational requirement increases in proportion to the sample
rate (and hence the modulation symbol rate, since the sample and symbol
rates are directly related), a demodulator structure that requires significantly
reduced computation is desirable for higher hit rates. The structure shown in
Figure 4b employs a fixed handpass digital filter (BPF) for each of the matched
filters for the t&Q components 141. When the sampling frequency equals four
times the center frequency, half of the finite impulse response (FIR) filter
coefficients arc zero, which reduces the computation for the filtering by a
factor of 2. The matched filter operation is computationally the most
demanding in the demodulator, and the BPF structure reduces these computational requirements substantially.
This latter approach achieves computational savings only if the actual
received carrier frequency is very close to the center frequency of the bandpass
filter (i.e., one-fourth of the sampling frequency), to avoid spectral truncation.
Since the sampling frequency is four times the symbol rate, the carrier
frequency must be very close to the symbol rate (typically ± 10 percent).
For higher hit rates, the frequency error derived from the RE subsystem is
usually only a few percent of the symbol rate, and thus the bandpass
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implementation is feasible. This approach is not suitable for low symbol rate
applications where the frequency offsets arc comparable to the symbol rate,
which leads to significant spectral truncation in the bandpass matched filters.
With the upF approach, the residual frequency error is corrected by an
NW with a mixing configuration that effectively performs a single-sideband
demodulation. The mixing configuration needs to be performed only twice
per symbol, compared to four times per symbol in the bascband approach of
Figure 4a. "Therefore, there is no increase in the total number of multiplications
per symbol, although four mixers instead of two are required.
There is usually substantial overhead associated with the service routines
for handling processor interrupts, which are the usual form for receiving
incoming samples. Later-generation DSP devices now offer the option of
direct memory access (DMA) data transfers.I It is generally desirable to

LPF F - I
cos (mot Am) t
sin (m o+ Am) t

LPF
(a) Mixing Section of a Conventional Ouadrature
Carrier Demodulator Structure

H

BPF MATCHED
TO cos wo t

BPF MATCHED
TO sin wo t

tb) Ouadrature Carrier Front- End Requiring Less Computation
using Bandpass Matched Filters

Figure 4. Alternative Demodulator Structures
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include a small first-in first-out (rtFo) buffer between the AID converter and
the DSP(s) to reduce the need for processor interrupts to once per symbol.
This transfer rate was chosen because the symbol rate is a natural period for
all demodulator operations. Additionally, an unnecessarily long delay may
affect the performance of the clock and carrier recovery loops.
When the symbol rate is higher than can be accomodated by the processing
power of a single DSP, a number of processors operating in parallel arc used
to increase the speed. Figure 5 illustrates a general architecture for a
multiprocessor demodulator based on the Tt'1MS32o21) DSP device. Each DSP
contains its own erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM), randomaccess memory (RAM), and RAM storage area. High-speed (25-ns) static data
and program RAMS are used for the DSP data and program memories so that
the external memory is addressed without "wait" states. On power-up, a
hoot program is executed from the EPROM that downloads the running program
from the EPROM into the faster program RAMS. For time-critical routines that
contain special instructions which require using the internal memory, sections
of the running program are read into the internal RAM storage of the DSP,
where the instructions execute at full speed. Extensive use is made of
programmable logic devices in order to derive a compact design for the DSP
peripheral logic, such as the address decoders, memory control signals, port
decoders, and Fo interfacing.
Interprocessor communications, primarily consisting of block data transfers
and the exchange of control/status information between two or more DSP,
and a host processor (if any), take place through a high-speed (15-ns) global
RAM. Software-driven Po flags are used by the individual processors to signal
when new data are available in the global memory. The global memory is
mapped into the identical data memory address space in each processor.
Address bus buffers and bidirectional data bus transceivers isolate the global
memory bus from the processor buses.
A bus arbitration circuit monitors global memory accesses to prevent bus
contention. If a current instruction addresses a data operand in the global
memory, the DSP asserts a "Bus Request" to request control of the global
memory bus. The bus arbitrator grants access based on the priority of the
requesting processor. The individual processor priorities are determined in
the system design according to the need for, and frequency of, data
interchanges. The "Ready" line is used by the bus arbitrator to signal when
the global memory bus may be accessed. The number of computations for
each task in the demodulation process is quite predictable, once the demodulation algorithms are established. Thus, it is generally possible to schedule
the workload of each processor so that bus contentions for global memory
access can be avoided. In the case of simultaneous global memory access
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requests, the ''Ready'' line is de-asserted to cause lower-priority processors
to wait.
Multimode operation of the demodulator is achieved by storing the running
programs for each mode (BPSK. QPSK, and o-QPSK) as three program blocks
in one EPROM. A change in the operating mode, originating from either a
control interface or a front panel switch, interrupts the processors. The
interrupt routine reads the bit pattern from a control port, which indicates
the new operational mode. The processors then re-initialize, download the
appropriate EPROM block into the program RAM, and begin execution from
the RAM.

C
0
0

E

0

Digital models for the demodulator functions
The key processing functions for continuous operation of the demodulator
include the matched filters, the carrier tracking loop, and the clock tracking
loop. Digital models and implementation techniques for each of these processes
are described below. The ACiC function is generally implemented at the if
stages where the AOC signal is derived from the average noise floor. For
digital processing of the received signal, a digital form of gain control or
scaling may he needed. The scaling function is described later in this paper.
O
0
c
E
0
i
0
C

o^
o8
Co

Nyquist matched filters

Square-root Nyquist filters were selected for the matched filters because,
when cascaded, these filters have no intersyntbol interference at the detection
sampling instant in a linear channel. A closed form of the impulse response
of the square-root Nyquist filter can be obtained by evaluating the inverse
Fourier transform of its frequency response. A convenient form of the
frequency response is given as 11
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where R5 is the symbol rate, T,, = I/R, is the symbol duration, and R is the
rolloff factor expressed with respect to R5/2. Let a = (R,/2) - (3 and S =
(R/2) + (3. Then the time domain response is obtained by taking the inverse
Fourier transform, as
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P,(t) =

4(3 )cos (2mSt) + 813t sin (2 at)1
(4(3 + aa)(1 - 64(3212)

(2)

0-AXIS

Ira
+

(4(3 + ma)

sine (2 7rat)

The tap coefficients for the matched filters can now be obtained by replacing
t with ± fT,,,,,P, where n is the number of samples on either side of the peak
(0, I, 2, ...) that are required to encompass the desired response duration (7
to 9 symbol periods), and T1 is the sampling interval. For the DSP
implementation, these coefficients are conveniently quantized to 16 bits. This
high resolution allows better suppression of the undesirable sidelobes in the
matched filter implementation.
The impulse response can be calculated and truncated when the amplitude
of ringing heeomes negligible (usually on the order of 1 percent). At four
samples per symbol, the baseband matched filters are implemented as 29-tap
FIR filters in the DSP. As mentioned previously, about half of the coefficients
in the bandpass matched filter implementation are zero, which effectively
reduces the computational length of the HR filters by about one half (i.e.,
IS taps for the filter matched to the cosine phase, and 14 taps for the filter
matched to the sine phase).

I-AXIS

(a)

Carrier ( racking loop

Carrier recovery is implemented using a decision feedback loop which is
updated once per symbol. I and Q samples at the assumed midsymbol points
are used to generate the phase error estimates. With 1 and Q being the
reference coordinates of the ideal signal point in the quadrant indicated by
the received 1 and Q, the quantity IQ - QI is used as the phase detection
error signal input to the loop filter. From trigonometric relations, one can
write

sin (0 - B ) = sin 0 cos B - cos 0 sin O (3)
With reference to Figure 6, equation (3) can be written as
(b)

sin (0 - 8 ) =

QI - IQ
I'
+Q^

(4)
+ Q2

Figure 6. Vector Diagrams for Calculating Kd
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For a small phase error z0 = d - B = sin (d - A), or

4ITR,,

(10)

L
Ad =

QI - IQ
(5)

The loop filter is configured as shown in Figure 7. This is a step-invariant
implementation of the analog filter

or
QI - IQ
AO
A,A„

=

(6)

whereA; andA„ arc the received and reference signal amplitudes, respectively.
The phase error voltage that is input to the loop filter is
Vd = QI - IQ (7)

b
F(s) = a + c

The impulse-invariant implementation is generally applicable only for filter
functions having sharp cutoff characteristics, due to the frequency aliasing
errors inherent in this approach 16]. The step-invariant method provides an
additional 6-dB/octave high-frequency attenuation, so for a given filter
function, the aliasing errors are usually smaller.
From Reference 6, the step-invariant form H(z) is obtained as

Using equation (7) in equation (6), gives
11(z)=-° 1
V, = A,A„AO (8)
Since A„ is a constant , the phase detector gain is proportional to the input
signal level . The phase detector gain in the conventional sense is
K^ = 2E, (9)
where A„ is assumed to be composed oil, Q = ± 1, and k = E,
The Nco is implemented with a lookup table that has L entries, where L
is typically a power of 2. For L = 256, the table stores the value of the
cosine function in 1.4° steps. A pointer is used to address the table two times
per symbol (at the symbol sampling and symbol transition instants for the
carrier and clock loops) to obtain the values of the cosine function for phase
error corrections. Because the sine function lags the cosine function by 90°,
another pointer that is offset by L/4 entries is used to obtain the sine values.
Alternatively, the sine and cosine functions may be stored as pairs in the
table, so that the pointer can access both values within a single increment
operation.
If the cosine pointer is incremented by 1 twice per symbol, L/2 symbols
will be required in order to complete a cycle. Therefore, for a unit step, the
ND creates a frequency shift of 2R,/L. The NCO gain in the classical sense
is therefore

Z 1L _F_
Substituting for F(s) and evaluating equation (II) yields
hT,z
H(z)=a+(I -z

(12)

where the symbol time, T„ is the rate at which the delay element in the loop
filter is updated . In this case , T,, = I/R,.

Figure 7. Realization of the Step-Invariant Loop Filter
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Comparing equation ( 12) with the realization of Figure 7 gives
a=n

where Te is the timing error estimate; 1,,,, Q,,, are the midsymbol (i.e.,
(13a)

R = bT.,

(13b)

Following Gardner [71, and using equation (13), gives
Ti = I/RR,
and
T, = aTi = a/13R.,

(14)

The natural frequency of the second -order loop is
(K„K,i)'2

T

^4'Ir(3A^A^
L

(15)

and the damping factor is
Tz^, aw„
2 - 2(3R,

(16)

transition point) demodulated values; and Al, OQ are the differences between
the current and previous l and Q values.
If the value of the accumulator exceeds a positive threshold, the accumulator
is reset to zero, while an "advance'' signal is sent to the external clock
synchronizer hardware which causes the symbol clock to advance by a small
step whose size is determined by the clock synchronizer dividers, as shown
in Figure 8. Similarly, if the value of the accumulator becomes less than a
negative threshold, a ''retard'' signal is sent to the clock synchronizer,
causing the clock to retard by one step while the accumulator is reset to
zero. By adjusting the thresholds up and down, the noise bandwidth of the
loop can be changed. The behavior of this loop is equivalent to a first-order
phase-locked loop (n i,), with the accumulator acting as the NCO.
The receive clock synchronizer is implemented digitally under control of
the OSP software. The clock synchronizer includes a master oscillator at a
frequency which is N times the symbol rate (typically 10 < N < 100). The
symbol-rate clock is divided down from the master clock frequency. Under
DSP software control, the edges of these clocks can be advanced or retarded
by one clock interval or I/N of a symbol. This is accomplished by changing
the divider ratio to N - 1 or N + 1, as illustrated in the figure.

Demodulator acquisition algorithms

The loop bandwidth is
I
Br = 0.5 w„ + 4^^

(17)

For a small phase error and a fixed incoming signal amplitude, the loop
bandwidth and damping factor can be adjusted by changing a and (3. For a
given signal energy, the damping factor is proportional to a and inversely
proportional to ^.
Symbol liming loop

Symbol timing recovery is implemented with a transition-tracking decision
feedback loop 181. If a negative-to-positive change in the I channel between
the assumed midsymbol samples of the previous symbol and the current
symbol is detected, the I channel sample at the assumed transition period is
added to an accumulator. Likewise, if a positive-to-negative change is
detected, the sample at the transition point is subtracted from the accumulator.
This can be expressed as
T^. = 1, sgn(Af) + Q,^ sgn (OQ)

(18)

The programmable modem can operate in either continuous mode or burst
mode. The continuous mode is characterized by a continuous data stream
without an acquisition preamble, thus necessitating the acquisition of carrier
and clock from the modulated data stream itself. The burst mode is
characterized by a relatively short data packet preceded by an acquisition
preamble consisting of an unmodulated carrier segment for carrier frequency
and phase acquisition, a modulated carrier segment for symbol clock
acquisition, and finally, a predetermined unique-word segment to resolve the
carrier phase ambiguity and mark the beginning of the data segment.
Consequently, the two operation modes require radically different acquisition
algorithims, major elements of which are briefly described below.
C ontinuoun•modc acquisition

The acquisition procedures for the continuous mode are relatively straightforward. The demodulator depends on an external signal derived from a
frame synchronizer or the BER detector in a Viterbi decoder to determine
whether it is in synchronization. If frame synchronization is lost or if the
HER is excessively high for a predetermined amount of time, say 5 seconds,
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the demodulator assumes that synchronization is lost and begins the acquisition
sequence.
Acquisition involves frequency scanning and carrier phase and clock
acquisition by the respective recovery loops. The frequency scanning procedure is needed because the loop bandwidths of the recovery loops, optimized
for low energy-per-bit to noise-power density ratio (E'e/N„) operation, are
generally narrower than the frequency uncertainty range. Taking advantage
of the fact that the frequency offset between the transmit and receive side is
most likely small (typically less than R,/10) and that the digital NIX) can be
set to any frequency within the uneertainity range instantly in the DSP software,
a scanning pattern (Figure 9) is used. Frequency acquisition can therefore be
achieved very quickly.
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Figure 9. Pattern for Frequency Scanning

IDnrst.mode acquisition
U

The procedure for burst-mode acquisition involves the following four steps:
I
N

i

• Incoherent energy detection with hysteresis
• Frequency estimation
• Carrier phase acquisition
• Clock acquisition.
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These are accomplished by a demodulator structure that uses multiple FIR
filters for each preamble segment, as shown in Figure 10. A narrowband LPF
is used during the unmodulated carrier portion of the preamble, followed by
a narrowband BPF for the clock acquisition sequence. Finally, a matched
square-root Nyquist filter is used for unique word and data demodulation.
Since the multiple filters are used sequentially, each with the same number
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Figure 10. Block Diagram of the Burst Demodulator
of taps, and since the computational demands of the individual filters are the
same, the additional computational complexity of this approach is minimal.
The burst-mode acquisition steps are described below.
ENERGY DEFECTION

Initially, both the local carrier reference frequency and the sampling clock
are free-running. Assuming that the initial portion of the preamble contains
an unmodulated carrier, the narrowband LPFS are switched in and their outputs
are monitored by the energy detector. If the average filter output level over
a sufficiently large number of symbols (typically >25) exceeds a preset
threshold, the demodulator assumes that a burst is present. A second threshold,
which is lower than the first, is then used. As long as the average filter
output level is above the second threshold, the demodulator assumes that the
burst continues. This threshold approach with hysteresis minimizes the
probability of false energy detection and the premature termination of a burst.

A receiver equivalent to the Costas loop for coherent demodulation of a
phase-modulated digital signal (Figure II) is assumed. The reference oscillator
is implemented either numerically, as in the case of a software implementation,
or in hardware by a voltage-controlled oscillator (vco) whose controlling
voltage is generated digitally via a DIA converter.
As in the case of energy detection, the preamble is assumed to contain an
unmodulated carrier segment. Before acquisition, the reference oscillator in
the receiver is left free-running, and the filter outputs are sampled once per
symbol time. The frequency of sampling will be a function of the maximum
frequency uncertainty to be resolved. Typically, if the worst-case frequency
uncertainty is less than plus or minus one-half of the symbol rate (RJ, one
sample per symbol is sufficient. The exact range depends on the bandwidth
of the LPF used before the signal is sampled.
Both outputs from the I&Q phase-matched filters arc sampled and quantized.
At time t, these samples are quantized and represented by !, and Q,. The
phase angle corresponding to the samples, 0„ is obtained through a lookup
table that implements a rectangular-to-polar conversion. The accuracy of the
phase angle estimate is a function of the number of quantization levels used.
High accuracy requires finer quantization, but also requires a larger tahle.
In a noiseless channel, the frequency error between the unmodulated carrier
and the reference is obtained by taking the difference between the phase
angle measurement between two adjacent symbol samples, that is,
R,
f = (0,- 0,) mod 2-rr ' tar

(19)
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Figure 11. A Typical C Istas Loop Demodulator
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Here the operation mod 2-rr is used to ensure that the angle difference is in
the range (-err, ar). For a noisy channel, the accuracy of the measurement
is affected by the noise. To reduce the effect of channel noise, the measurement
must be made over a number of symbols. lithe measurement is taken over
(ii + 1) symbols, there are n noisy estimates of the frequency error, as
R,
f,-=(8;,^-0,)mod2 '2'ff' i1,2..... (20)

Taking an average of these n estimates results in
(21)

A flowchart of the process is shown in Figure 12.
This basic frequency estimation technique can be made more robust by
applying two enhancements. First, sample-by-sample scaling can be applied
to all inputs to the frequency estimator. This scaling minimizes the quantization

error caused by the rectangular-to-polar coordinate conversion table used in
the frequency estimation routine. As shown in Figure 13, the accuracy of
the table is poor when both the I and Q samples are small. The scaler senses
this condition and shifts the samples upward until at least one of them has
an amplitude greater than 25 percent of the full range.
Second, a check for abnormal phase changes can he made for all angle
estimates. Given the fact that the maximum frequency uncertainty present is
known beforehand from the RFaF system designs, a sample representing a
large phase jump which corresponds to an instantaneous frequency change
much greater than the maximum expected frequency certainty is unreasonable
and is ignored. This large phase jump will be less than ± ar because the
frequency estimator operates at the symbol rate, and the maximum expected
frequency uncertainty is usually on the order of Rjl0. Therefore, a modulo2rr adjustment in the phase change will not occur.

CARRIER PHASE ACQUISITION

Two techniques can be used for phase acquisition. The lirst is simpler to
implement, but requires the transmission of k additional preamble symbols
of unmodulated carrier.
As soon as the frequency error is determined, propercorrection is introduced
into the VCO so that a correct reference frequency can be generated. The
receiver continues to sample the filter outputs L, and Q, once per symbol, and
determines the phase angles each time. Since the reference frequency is now
very close to the transmitted frequency, the phase angle measurement should
remain constant each time, except for the uncertainty caused by noise. The
noise variance can be reduced by averaging over k symbols. The estimated
phase

8=

(22)

is obtained, and proper phase correction is introduced. After phase correction,
the proper switches are closed to form a decision-feedback carrier recovery
loop. Figure 14 is an example of this operation, showing phase error as a
function of time.
An improved phase estimation technique exists which requires no additional
transmission overhead, but more processing. After the frequency offset is
estimated, the set of angle measurements B„ 9z, .. , 8, can be adjusted
by
Figure 12. A New Frequency and Phase Acquisition Technique

B; = (B; + 6;) mod 2rr (23)
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Figure 14. Example of the Carrier Frequency and Phase
Acquisition Operation

where 9, is obtained by a backwards accumulation of the phase angle attributed
by the frequency offset, that is,
An = U (24a)
= B, + 2i •fT,.

(b) With Scaling

AREA OF POOR ACCURACY
• RECEIVED SIGNAL

Figure 13. Use of Scaling to Reduce Quantization Error in the
Rectangular-to-Polar Conversion

(24b)

The phase angle can then be estimated by averaging B( over as many samples
as desired, up to (n + 1). Because the same set of samples is used for the
frequency error estimate, any residual frequency error does not contribute to
the error in the phase estimate.
A slight problem exists With both techniques described above because the
phase angle assumes a finite value, either between -4r and 7r or between 0
and 2ir. When the range (--rr, iv) is assumed, there is a discontinuity at 7r.
When the true phase angle is close to the discontinuity, an incorrect estimate
may result.
This problem is circumvented by checking the difference between the
current angle and the initial angle. If the difference is within the interval
(-4r, iv), no connective action is needed. If the difference is less than -'it,
the running total should he adjusted by adding 2Tr; if the difference is greater
than iv, it should he adjusted by subtracting 2ar. The adjusted sum is divided
by k. If the result of the division is within the range desired, it is accepted
as the average phase angle. If the result is out of the range desired, it should
again be adjusted by adding or subtracting 2Tr.
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This phase acquisition technique is slightly modified for the multiprocessor
demodulator implementation. Due to the filtering delay and the time needed
for interprocessor communications, some delay exists in the loop. This
necessitates the use of a very narrowband loop filter (bandwidth <R,J100) to
maintain phase lock. However, use of such narrow loop bandwidth creates
difficulties for initial acquisition. By experimentation, it was determined that
a three-step filter switching procedure works well, as shown in Figure 15.
Additional delay is introduced by the global memory, which is used as a
ring buffer to store the input data samples that have been used for frequency
estimation, in order to reuse them for acquisition of the carrier phase. The
ring buffer concept is illustrated in Figure 16. The first DSP takes the data
from the FIFO and writes them into the global memory at an address specified

PURE CARRIER ALTERNATING SEQUENCE Uw

a b c d e 1 g
(a) Conventional Acquisition Sequence

PURE CARRIER
I b
c
PURE CARRIER ALTERNATING SEQUENCE

uw

a \Reused samples

de

h

by the write pointer, which is automatically incremented. Initially, this DSP
reads hack the data immediately after it finishes writing. After the frequency
estimate is obtained, the read pointer is set back by n x 4 samples, or n
symbols. Thus, these samples are reused by both I)SPs when the carrier
recovery loop is closed. Samples prior to the incoherent energy detection are
not reused because they may not be part of the burst. The net effect of this
technique is to introduce an n-symbol delay into the clock tracking loop.
Figure 15 illustrates the entire burst acquisition sequence, which indicates
that the net result of this technique is to increase the preamble length by n
symbols. The ring buffer method for reusing samples is useful for cases
where the unmodulated carrier segment of the preamble is insufficient for
both the frequency and phase acquisitions.
SYMBOL TIMING ACQUISITION

(b) New Acquisition Sequence With Stored Samples

a-b. Energy detection
b-c. Open-loop frequency acquisition
cd Wldeband phase locking ( 200 Hz)
d-e. Midband phase locking ( 150 Hz)

Figure 16. Concept of the Ring Buffer

Narrowband LPF

e-f. Coarse clock acquisition
carrier loop uses BPSK phase
detector
1-g. Narrowband clock acquisition
Narrowband carrier tracking
g-h. Narrowband clock acquisition
carrier coasting
h. Narrowband carrier tracking
acquisition complete

Figure 15. Burst Acquisition Sequence With Stored Samples

A problem with the burst symbol timing acquisition for O-QPSK modulation
concerns the preamble design. For QPSK modulation, the most desirable
preamble pattern for symbol timing acquisition is an alternating
0101 ... sequence on both the 1 and the Q channels. However, this pattern
corresponds to an unmodulated tone for o-QPSK, with a frequency offset of
half the symbol rate. Thus, it creates a problem for conventional carrier
recovery loops. Even though the decision-directed carrier recovery loop
described previously can normally operate with such a signal, initial experiments indicate that a false-lock condition does exist [91. A compromise
design is therefore chosen for the symbol timing acquisition sequence. This
sequence has a fixed 000 ... pattern in the I channel, and an alternating
0101 ... pattern in the Q channel. The sequence has only half the energy
in the clock component than the previous sequence, but does not create false
lock.
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Symbol timing acquisition includes three phases. Acquisition is initiated
by detection of a signal level drop at the output of the narrowband Em- in
the Q channel that was used for the carrier acquisition. This is because the
alternating 0101 ... sequence corresponds to a frequency of half the symbol
rate, which is outside the passhand of the LPP. A narrowband BPE is then
switched in which provides noise rejection but allows the halt-symbol-rate
component to pass through. In doing so, the signal in the 000 ... modulated
channel is totally rejected. A phase detector suitable for BUSK signaling is
switched in to maintain carrier phase tracking. In the meantime, a coarse
symbol timing acquisition algorithm is initiated while the sampling clock is
left free-running. The coarse clock acquisition algorithm groups samples on
the Q channel into four groups according to their relative positions within a
symbol, as shown in Figure 17. After an accumulation over a number of
symbols (e.g., 16 symbols), the group with the smallest magnitude is
considered to contain the zero-crossing samples. The samples which are two
samples away from the zero-crossings are then considered as data detection
samples. This completes the coarse acquisition phase. This procedure reduces
the symbol timing error to less than one-eighth of the symbol duration.
The second phase allows the symbol timing to settle after the coarse timing
adjustment loop. The narrowband BPI--s are still used. The symbol timing
loop is the same as that used previously, except that only the minimum step
size is used.
The third phase begins when the square-root Nyquist filter is switched in,
in preparation for data demodulation. To avoid a sudden drop in the signalto-noise ratio in the carrier recovery loop, the loop is made to coast for 16
symbols after the square-root Nyquist filter is switched in. The acquisition
sequence is completed when the carrier recovery loop resumes normal
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Examples of USP• based modems
Three osp-based modems were implemented, each with some unique design
features and functions tailored for specific applications. These modems are
described briefly to illustrate the flexibility of the general architecture and
implementation discussed above. The modems arc as follows:
• 24- and 21-kbit/s BPSK/QPSKio-QPSK burst/continuous modem for the
INMARSAT Standard-B and aeronautical test bed.
• 144-kbit/s continuous QPSK modem.
• 1,200- and 600-bit/s INMARSAT Standard-C half-duplex, continuousmode ship earth station (sEs) BASK demodulator.
The 24- and 21-kbit/s BPSK/QPSKto-QPSK modem was designed for, and
integrated into, the INMARSAT Standard-B and aeronautical test bed to help
select the modulation and optimize the parameters of these systems. The
modem is capable of operating at 24 or 21 khit/s for both QPSK and
o-QPSK operation, and at 12 or 10.5 kbit/s for BPSK operation. The demodulator
is based on two Tt TMs32o2n DSPs in a dual-processor configuration, and is
capable of both continuous- and burst-mode demodulation. All the functions
described previously were implemented. The first processor performs all the
mixing and filtering functions, while the second performs the synchronization
and data detection functions. The matched filters are implemented at baseband.
This versatile modem is capable of operating in six modes at four different
speeds, and is ideally suited for the intended application. Figure 18 is a
photograph of the modem drawer.

operation.

m

Samples in tour groups'. a, b, c, and d

Figure 17. Grouping Samples for Coarse Clock Acquisition

Figure I8. 21- and 24-kbitls Multimode Standard-B/Aeronautical
Modem Drawer
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The 144-kbit QPSK continuous-mode demodulator was implemented to
demonstrate the potential of multi-DSP-based modems with parallel processing
for moderately high-speed operations. To minimize computations, the matched
filters are implemented at low IF, since the frequency uncertainty is less than
10 percent of the symbol rate. The demodulator is based on four TI TMS32020
processors, each with a 200-ns instruction cycle.
The functional task partitioning of the processors is shown in Figure 19.
The first processor reads the data from a FIFO. It performs the FIR filtering
for the in-phase matched filter with the odd-numbered samples and forwards
the even-numbered samples to the second processor via the global memory.
The second processor uses the even-numbered samples to perform the FIR
filtering for the quadrature-phase matched filter. The third processor performs
the recovered carrier phase lookup, carrier mixing, and data demodulation.
The fourth processor performs data detection, phase error computation, carrier
loop filtering, symbol timing error calculations, and control of the external
clock synchronizer. Figure 20 is a photograph of the four-processor demodulator board.
This modem is also capable of operating at 128, 64, and 32 kbit/s. Instead
of choosing different IFs for different operating speeds, the sampling rate is
increased from a nominal 4 samples per symbol to 8 and 16 samples per
symbol for the lower data rates. The length of the FIR matched filters is also
increased by the same factor. The computational requirements for the first
and second processors remain about the same, since the amount of time
available for lower-speed operation is also increased by the same factor.
The INMARSAT Standard-C SES demodulator is a BPStc demodulator
operating at either 1,200 or 600 bit/s. The modulator is a simple balanced
mixer which modulates the carrier without filtering, as specified by the
Standard-C system definition. Because of the extremely low symbol rate, the
IF for the demodulator input was chosen to be 9.6 kHz, which is 8 or 16
times the symbol rate. The matched filter is an integrate-and-dump section,
which is a FIR filter with a duration of only one symbol. With this exception,
the demodulator is implemented in a single Tr TMS32olo processor, based on
the same general architecture and algorithm described above.
The ses is operated in a half-duplex mode, which requires that the received
signal be switched off when the ses is transmitting. To ensure rapid acquisition
of the received signal after completion of its transmission, the ses demodulator
stores the frequency last present in the NCO before the received signal was
switched off, and then uses this information to reacquire the phase with the
carrier recovery loop when the receiver is switched back on. Figure 21 is a
photograph of the prototype ses unit.
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Representative test results
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Figure 20. /6-to 144-kbitls Four-Processor Continuous-Mode
QPSK Demodulator Board

The BER performance of the Standard-B and aeronautical DSP-based
demodulators operating in the continuous mode has been measured in an IF
loopback configuration with AWGN introduced at 21.4 MHz. For both QPSK
and O-QPSK, the performance is indistinguishable from theory. The BER
performance for 24-khit/s o-QPSK is shown in Figure 22 (where E,, is the
energy per modulation bit). When a maximum frequency offset of 1 kHz is
introduced between the transmit and receive units, a degradation of no more
than 0.2 dB is observed.
The probabilities of burst acquisition in the AWGN channel for frequency
offsets of 0, 300, 600, and 1,000 Hz were also measured. A burst is
considered acquired if the unique word is detected. The test results,
summarized in Table 1, demonstrate that the acquisition probabilities are
slightly higher if a longer preamble is used. With a frequency offset of
1,000 Hz, slightly greater degradation is observed due to the spectral truncation
of the narrowband carrier recovery [P1- at the input.
The measured BER performance for the four-processor, continuous-mode,
144-bids QPSK modem in 70-MHz IF loopback under AW(iN conditions is
shown in Figure 23. A representative plot of the frequency spectrum for R,
= 72 ksymbol/s is presented in Figure 24. From Figure 23, the four-processor
QPSK demodulator exhibits an implementation loss of 0.4 to O.K dB at a BER
TABLE I. NUMBER OF PACKEPS RECEIVED AS A FUNCTION OF
E,/N„ AND FREQUENCY OFFSEF*
/N„
(dB)

0
(Hz)

300
(Hz)

600
(Hz)

1,000
(Hz)

QPSK Modulation (preamble = 508 bits)
2
3

96
98
99

92
98
99

90
97
98

85
90
97

QPSK Modulation (preamble = 432 bits)
2
3

88
96
98

85
96
97

85
94
97

80
90
95

O-QPSK Modulation (preamble = 432 bits)

2
3

Figure 21. Standard-C SES Functional Prototype Unit

88
96
98

89
96
98

`Data based on 100 transmitted bursts

88
95
98

80
88
94
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Figure 22. Measured BE!? Performance for the Dual-Processor 24-kbitls
Continuous-Mode O-QPSK Demodulator With 21.4-MHz IF
Loophack Under AWGN
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Figure 23. Measured Coded and Uncoded BER Performance for the FourProcessor 144-kbit/s Continuous-Mode QPSK Demodulator

With 70-MHz IF Loopback Under AWGN
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m

Figure 24. Received Signal Spectrum at the Down-Converter Output for
144-khit/s Continuous QPSK Modulation With No Noise
of I(1 '. depending on the bit rate. The coding gain is 4.7 dB at HER =
10 ^, after allowing for a 3-dB difference due to the rate 1/2 code. A major
component of the implementation loss results from the analog components
and phase noise limitations of the IF converters. This can be deduced from
Figure 25, Which shows the BER performance of the four-processor QPSK
modem back-to-back (no 1E). The DSP modem has an implementation loss of
0.2 dB for all ERR K 10-'. This is indicative of the excellent back-to-back
performance of the digitally implemented QPSK modem.
After a small conversion loss in the IE subsystem, these low implementation
losses (0.2 to 0.6 dB, depending on the symbol rate) are a substantial
improvement over the implementation losses previously reported (- 1 dB at
ERR of 10 3) with earlier bit-slice microprocessor devices [10].
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Conclusions
A programmable multiprocessor usP-based modem architecture has been
discussed, and time-domain algorithms for hurst- and continuous-mode
acquisition have been presented. Implementations of this architecture using
single, dual-, and multiple-DSP devices have shown excellent BER correspondence with theory, with little performance degradation.

Figure 25. Measured Coded and Uncoded BER Performance for the FourProcessor 144-khitls Continuous-Mode QPSK Demodulator
With Local Loophack Under AWCN
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Since the input to these Ds-based modems is at baseband or low tF, and
the output is soft-decision demodulated data that have been processed in
software, an increase in the operating data rate will readily be achieved with
a next-generation, higher-speed Ds1'. With the current generation of DSP
devices, and particularly with the third generation of floating-point DSPs that
are now available, the same architecture clearly can be used to obtain much
higher operating data rates (e.g., on the order of 500 kbit/s) than reported
here. Higher operating rates also require changes to the DSP peripheral logic
to support shorter access time constraints. This does not pose any significant
problem, as the speeds of static RAM and programmable logic devices have
increased substantially since these DsP-based modems were designed. Conversely, multiple- or dual-processor schemes utilizing the older-generation
processors can be reduced to a more compact single-processor design by
using current-generation devices, with no loss in operating speed.
The general multiprocessor-based modem architecture described in this
paper continues to evolve. Prototype single- and dual-DSP-based modems
with sophisticated frequency-domain-based burst- and continuous-mode acquisition algorithms are currently under development to combat severe
multipath fading. Doppler shifts, and phase noise effects for low-bit-rate
mobile satellite applications.
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Abstract
Satellites are increasingly being used to provide international packet-switching
services. CCITT Recommendation X.135 specifies the minimum quality requirements
that must be met when providing such services. To verily the correctness and
feasibility of these requirements, quality-of-service measurements were performed 'or
two experimental eonligurations. The lirst involved one satellite link, one transatlantic
cable link, and one transit network. The second used two satellite links and one
transit network. The parameters measured included throughput capacity, connection
establishment delay, connection release delay, and data packet transfer delay. The
results demonstrate that the performance of packet-switched services over international
satellite links is well within the speeilied requirements. It was also shown that
components other than satellite propagation delay (such as nodal processing delay
and transmission delay) contribute significantly to the overall delay.

Introduction
Performance issues are critical in the design of national and international
communications networks. These networks use internationally standardized
protocols to enable the successful interoperation of heterogeneous equipment
from multiple vendors. Because the equipment is connected using different
types of media, the protocols must operate in various environments. Therefore
235
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the performance criteria specified for protocol operation must consider the
diversity of environments in different networks. Among other factors, these
criteria are influenced by the characteristics of the transmission media. This
paper focuses on measuring of the performance of international data communications networks that include satellite links.
The measurements described here are part of a continuing program at
COMSAT Laboratories which entails conducting experiments and submitting
the results to the appropriate data communications standards organizations.
These organizations include the International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT) and the International Standards Organization
(ISO) internationally, and various American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) committees in the U.S.A. The primary role of COMSAT in these
organizations has been to ensure that satellite circuit characteristics are taken
into consideration when data communications standards are established.
Experiments conducted by COMSAT include joint experiments with the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Iformerly the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS)J to measure the performance of different ISO
protocols over satellite links, and a joint experiment with TYMNET and the
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) to
measure the quality of service of national packet networks. Related work in
this area is described in References I, 2, and 3.
Data communications networks typically employ the internationally standardized protocols specified in CCITT Recommendations X.25 and X.75.
These protocols are used to provide packet-switched data services and are
introduced briefly in the next section. CCITT Rec. X.135 specifics the
minimum quality-of-service requirements that must be met when providing
such packet-switched services. An experiment was conducted by COMSAT
in cooperation with American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T), Deutsche
Bundespost, and INTELSAT to verify the correctness and feasibility of these
requirements. The quality-of-service parameters measured were throughput
capacity, connection establishment delay, data transfer delay, and connection
release delay. A secondary objective was to experimentally verify protocol
parameter values appropriate for use over satellite circuits.
Kuthyroured
The communications environment has changed dramatically over the last
few years. Whereas voice has hitherto been the dominant traffic carried by
networks, the increasing requirements of data generation and data processing
applications are now causing a shift in emphasis from voice to data. These
data applications include electronic mail, file transfer, remote database access,
and remote computing. In addition, the proliferation of personal computers,
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workstations, and local area networks is increasing the demand for data
communications networks.
Packet switching is one of the most commonly used techniques for data
communications. This technique groups data in blocks, commonly referred
to as packets. Each packet contains addressing information that allows
intermediate switches to route the packet to its final destination. A typical
packet-switched connection consists of three phases: a connection is established (call setup phase), data are transferred (data transfer phase), and the
connection is released (call clearing phase). In the context of a packetswitched call, call setup involves making logical associations and allocating
resources at nodes in the connection path. This is in contrast to a circuitswitched connection where a physical circuit is dedicated to the call. The
call clearing phase allows the nodes to release allocated resources such as
buffers and routing table entries. Since no physical circuit is exclusively
allocated to the packet-switched call, other packet-switched calls can be
statistically multiplexed over the same circuit. Due to the hursty and variable
traffic characteristics of typical data applications, packet switching results in
a significant increase in capacity utilization.
Most packet-switched networks use a seven-layer model (standardized by
the ISO) for network architecture. The Appendix provides a brief outline of
this model, as well as a concise description of the various layers and their
relationship to Rec. X.25.
To access packet-switching services, data terminal equipment (DTE) in the
customer's end system communicates with data circuit-terminating equipment
(DCE) in the network. Rec. X.25 141 specifies the physical, link, and network
layer protocols for this type of communication. For packet-switched connections that traverse more than one network, Rec. X.75 151 defines the protocol
for communications between any two networks. The node used for communication with a different network is referred to as a half gateway. The
combination of Rcc. X.25 and X.75 allows DTE on different networks to
communicate. Rec. X.25 allows a packet-switched service user to set up
multiple calls to the same (or different) locations over the same physical
circuit simultaneously. These connections are referred to as virtual circuits
or logical channels.
the parameters associated with the packet-switching protocols specified
in Rec. X.25 and X.75 include packet size, window size, and retransmission
timer value. These parameters (defined in the Appendix) are primarily
dependent on the physical characteristics of the link, which include transmission rate, propagation delay, and bit error rate. The selection of appropriate
values for the protocol parameters is extremely important in obtaining high
performance.
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Satellites are increasingly being used for packet-switched network links.
The significant features offered by satellite circuits include distance insensitivity, high-capacity links, and broadcast capability. The ability to provide
high-capacity links that are location-insensitive makes satellite circuits well
suited for Wide-area (long-haul) data networks. Satellite-hased networks are
even better suited for environments where configuration and communications
needs change dynamically. Due to its inherent broadcast capability, a satellitebased network can be reconfigured almost instantaneously, without the
complex routing algorithms required by terrestrial networks.
Any two end systems can be connected directly via a satellite link;
therefore, the number of switching nodes in such a connection may be lower
than in a terrestrial connection. The increased nodal processing and queueing
delays associated with the increased number of switches in an all-terrestrial
connection could lead to delays comparable to the additional satellite
propagation delay. Moreover, selection of appropriate protocol and operational
parameter values results in extremely high throughputs over satellite links.
One such critical parameter is the window size. It specifies the maximum
number of packets that a transmitting entity is allowed to send before obtaining
an acknowledgment that the packets have been received at the destination.
For full channel utilization on a 9,600-bit/s satellite circuit with a propagation
delay of 270 ms, nodal processing delay of 30 ms, and packet size of
64 bytes, the minimum window size is the smallest integer exceeding 9,600
x 2 x (0.270 + 0.030)/(64 x 8), that is, 12 packets. The round-trip propagation
and processing delay is 2 x (0.270 + 0.030) seconds, and the transmission
time for a 64-byte packet is approximately 64 x 8/9,600 = 0.053 s. Thus,
if a window size of less than 12 packets is chosen, the channel will be
underutilized even when there are no errors, because the transmit side will
have to wait for acknowledgments from the receive side. Further, link layer
protocols that provide selective retransmission capability offer much better
performance than do protocols that use "go back N'" [6] techniques. Other
key protocol parameters that affect performance over the satellite link include
maximum packet size and retransmit timer value.
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A single X.25 connection may traverse multiple national and/or international
networks. The communications path is logically partitioned into several
sections for specifying performance measurement procedures and objectives.
Packet-level reference events are defined in order to identify the events during
which time measurements are to be taken. An example of such an event is
the receipt of an X.25 call request packet at a given node. The boundary
separating two adjacent sections (referred to as the apportionment boundary)
serves as the reference location at which the circuit is monitored and time
measurements are taken. CCITT Rec. X.134 171 specifies the apportionment
boundaries and the X.25 and X.75 packet-level reference events to he used
in performance measurement. Figure 1 shows the apportionment boundaries.
Rec. X.135 j8] specifies the requirements for speed-of-service parameters
when international packet-switched services are provided. It also specifies
the performance of the national and international portions of such connections.
These portions are further classified as Type A (must be all-terrestrial circuits)
and Type B (may involve satellite circuits). Table I gives detailed definitions
of Type A and Type B. International links that include satellite hops are
classified as International B portions. For the packet-switching experiment,
the performance of the International B portion of the connection (between
boundaries B5 and B2 in Figure 1) was measured. The speed-of-service
requirements specified in Rec. X. 135 arc shown in the last two columns of
Tables 2 and 3, which appear in the Data Analysis and Results section of
this paper. These target specifications are independent of the data rate or bit
error rate on the circuits used.

TABLE I. VIRTUAL. CONNECTION PORTION TYPES FOR WHICH PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES ARE SPECIFIED (ADAPTED FROM

CCITT REC. X.134)
PORTION TYRIL TYI9CA1. CHARACI r.RISTICS

Quality-of- service standards
Some of the key parameters that specify the quality of service for packet
switching are call setup delay, data transfer delay, call clearing delay, and
throughput capacity. These are collectively called speed-of-service parameters. Other parameters that define the quality of service are accuracy,
blocking, and availability. Only speed-of-service parameters were measured
during the experiments reported here.

National A Terrestrial connection via an access network ,section.
National B Connection via an access network section with one satellite circuit;
or via an aeeess network section and one or more transit network
sections.
International A Connection via a dial terrestrial interne I work circuit section.
INernational B Connection via Iwo satellite circuits and one transit network section;
or via one saldIile circuit and Iwo or more transit ne I work sections.
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Experimental setup
This section describes the configurations, participants, equipment, and
circuits used in this study.
Configurations
For these experiments, two configurations representative of the International
B portion were selected. Two public data networks were used: AT&T's
ACCUNET in the U.S.A. and Deutsche Bundespost's DA FX-p in the Federal
Republic of Germany (F.R.G.).

Configuration 1 consisted of one satellite hop and one transit network
(Figure 2), which typifies the most common environment. ACCUNEF and
DATEx-P were used as the source and transit networks, respectively, connected
by an INTELSAT satellite link. The destination network was an X.75 protocol
emulator located in New York City. Therefore the International B portion in
this configuration consisted of a satellite circuit from the U.S.A. to the
F.R.G., the DATEx-p network, and a transatlantic cable link from the F.R.G.
back to the U.S.A.
Configuration 2 consisted of two satellite hops and a single transit network
(Figure 3), which represents a less frequently used case. The source and
destination networks were X.75 protocol emulators located at Etam, West
Virginia, U.S.A., while DA'rex-p was the transit network. The networks were
connected by satellite links. Thus the International B portion in this
configuration consisted of a satellite link from the U.S.A. to the F.R.G., the
DATEx-I' network, and a second satellite link from the F.R.G. back to the
U.S.A.
Parlicipants
The experiment was conducted jointly by AT&T, Deutsche Bundespost,

INTELSAT, and COMSAT. AT&T provided the services of the ACCUNIO
network, the North American termination of the international transatlantic
cable circuit to the ERG., and a Standard 2C earth station at Etam. Deutsche
Bundespost provided the services of the DArex-P network, the West German
termination of the transatlantic cable circuit , and a Standard IC earth station
at Usingen. INTELSAT provided the space segment, two 9,600-bills voicegrade analog circuits in a Ku-band transponder (with up/down-link frequencies
of 14/ I 1 GHz) on the INTELSAT V satellite at 335.5°E . COMSAT designed,
coordinated, and conducted the experiment; provided the protocol emulators;
and developed the software for conducting the experiment and processing
the data.

N
L
N

TAT-6 Mi020 CONDITIONED
9.600-bits CABLE LINK
X.75 NEW YORK CITY
MONITOR USA

IDACOM MPT

L

MONITOR I INTELSAT 335.5`
J

ETAM, WEST VIRGINIA
USA

USINGEN
FRG

'IN THE EXPERIMENT, THE SAME 1PSS SWITCH
WAS USED AT THE TWO LOCATIONS SHOWN.

Figure 2. Configuration I Equipment and Circuits

IDACOM MPT
X.75 STE
EMULATOR 1
X.75 STE
EMULATOR 2
ETAM, WEST VIRGINIA
USA

i00 bit/s 9,600 bit/s

ETAM, WEST VIRGINIA
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Figure 3. Configuration 2 Equipment and Circuits
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Measurement equipment and circuits

TRAN5A'rl.AN'I'IC CABLE CIRCUIT

PACKP:r-SWITCHING EQUIPMENT

One leased 9,600-hit/s transatlantic cable circuit was used between the
ACCUNET X.75 gateway in New York City and the DA'TI!x-P X.75 gateway
in Frankfurt. This circuit was over the 'TAT-6 cable and was conditioned
according to the requirements of CCITT Rec. M.1020. The circuit was
terminated by V.29 modems on either end.

The ACCUNEr X.25 and X.75 ports were on an AT&T IPss switch. The
X.75 ports of the I)ATEx-I' network were on two Northern Telecom SL-lo
switches. All of these were high-performance switches typical of those used
at the node sites of commercial public data networks.

OTHER CIRCUITS
PROTOCOL ANALYZERS

Protocol analyzers are useful developmental and diagnostic tools that
generally serve two functions: protocol monitoring and protocol emulation.
In the monitoring mode, these analyzers can identify and record predetermined
events on a physical circuit (typically, the arrival of a type of packet that
conforms to the encoding rules of a protocol on the circuit). In the emulator
mode, the equipment can generate and respond to packets as required by the
protocol.
In this experiment, two IDACOM Multi-Port Tester (MPT) Model 368.2
protocol analyzers were used. Each MPT has two ports that can he used
independently. In configuration I, one port of an MPT was used as X.25 OTE.
The two ports of the second MRr were used as an X.75 monitor at BS and
as an X.75 protocol emulator at B„ ,. In configuration 2, only one MPT was
required, with both ports configured as X.75 protocol emulators (at Bs and
B2).
The calculation of data transfer and clear indication delays requires that
the real-time clocks at the Bs and B„_ 2 boundaries be synchronized. Errors
in delay measurements can arise for two reasons: inconsistent initialization
of the real-time clocks, and differing clock drifts at the two boundaries.
Since a single protocol analyzer unit was used for both X.75 ports in the
experiment, the clocks at Bs and B^ 2 were generated by the same unit and
so remained synchronized.
SA'rrt.LITE CIRCUITS

Analog voice-grade satellite circuits were used to provide two 9,600-bit/s
links hetween Elam and Usingen. Only one circuit was used in configuration 1,
while both were used in configuration 2. These circuits were terminated by
V.29 modems* at New York City and Frankfurt in configuration I. and at
Etam and Frankfurt in configuration 2.

A leased terrestrial C-2 conditioned analog 9,600-bit/s circuit was used
between the earth station at Etam and the ACCUNET gateway at New York
City. Similar circuits were used between the earth station at Usingen and the
DATEX-P gateway at Frankfurt.

Experimental procedure
The experiment was conducted by running specially developed test software
on the protocol analyzers. The tests were divided into two categories: delay
measurement and throughput capacity measurement.
Delay measurement

Delay measurement experiments were performed by repeatedly setting up
a call, sending three data packets in sequence, and then clearing the connection.
Packets were time-stamped and stored on a protocol analyzer as they passed
the Bs and B„ boundaries. The time measurements at these boundaries
were synchronous because both ports of the protocol analyzers used the same
clock. The time stamps made it possible to determine the call setup, data
transfer, and clear indication delays.

Data transfer delay was obtained for packets of three different lengths: 32,
64, and 128 octets (a CCITT term for a byte, i.e., 8 bits). A large number
of samples were obtained by repeating the three-phase procedure outlined
below:
Step I: Call Setup Phase. Compose and send a call request packet.
Step 2: Data Transfer Phase.
(a) Compose and send a data packet with 32 octets of user data.
(b) Compose and send a data packet with 64 octets of user data.
(c) Compose and send a data packet with 128 octets of user data.

* 9,600-bit/s modems standardized for use on point-to-point, four-wire leased
telephone-type circuits.

Step 3: Call Clearing Phase. Compose and send a clear indication
packet.
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TABLE 2. Ml:ASURED CALL SETUP, DATA TRANSFER, AND CALL

In configuration I, the packets were generated by a protocol analyzer
emulating X.25 DTE (i.e., the emulator functioned as a terminal connected
to the ACCUNET network). In configuration 2, the packets were generated by
a protocol analyzer emulating an X.75 gateway. In this case, the analyzer
emulated an X.25 network in the U.S.A. generating traffic over an X.75
link.
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Throughput capacity measurements were obtained for the cases of four
and eight logical channels. The experiments were conducted by setting up
connections for either four or eight logical channels, transmitting 2,000 data
packets, and releasing all connections. Each packet contained 128 octets of
user data. Data packets were transmitted until the packet-level window closed.
As receive-ready (acknowledgment) packets were received, the packet-level
window opened and more data packets were transmitted. The data packets
were stored as they passed the B, 2 boundary. A large number of samples
were obtained by repeating the three-phase procedure outlined below:
Step 1: Call Setup Phase. Compose and send a call request packet on
four or eight logical channels.
Step 2: Data Transfer Phase. Send 2,000 data packets.
Step 3: Call Clearing Phase . Compose and send clear indication packets
on all logical channels.

Data analysis and results
The experimental data were transfeiTed from the protocol analyzer to a
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX Ilnso minicomputer. Specially
designed software was written to analyze the data and calculate delay and
throughput. For delay, the cumulative distribution function is used to represent
the percentage of packets that fall below a certain value. Throughput capacity
is represented by using the complementary cumulative distribution function,
because the number of samples that exceed a certain value is of interest.
Table 2 summarizes the measured values for call setup delay, data packet
transfer delay, and clear indication delay, while throughput capacity is
summarized in Table 3. The mean and 95th percentile requirements specified
in Rec. X.135 are shown in the last two columns of the tables for comparison
with the measured results.
In Table 3, the throughput has been evaluated with and without overhead.
Throughput values arc a composite of all the logical channels and represent

CLEARING DELAYS (nls)

x_135
CONFlt;I: RATRINI

Call Clearing

Rralt IRRMnrvrs

CgNFIctug /CI ION 2

-

a user throughput based on a 128-octet packet size, excluding network and
data link layer overheads. If overhead is included, the throughput is higher.
Overhead can be broken down into the following components:
• Network layer header (3 octets)
• Cyclic redundancy check (2 octets)
• Data link layer header (3 octets)
• Flag (1 octet)
Call setup delay

Call setup delay is the time that elapses between the transmission of a call
request packet and the receipt of the corresponding call connected packet. If
r1 is the time at which a call request packet is sent from the source X.75
gateway, and tZ is the time at which a call connected packet is received at
the source X.75 gateway, then the international B portion call setup delay
at BS is (1 - t1. Measurements tl and t2 were obtained by reading time
stamps associated with the call request and call connected packets.
Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution functions for the call setup
delay in both configurations. In configuration I, 90 percent of the packets
had a call setup delay of less than 1,200 ms, while in configuration 2,
90 percent of the packets had a delay of less than I ,600 ms.
Delay can be analyzed by examining three components: transmission delay,
propagation delay, and network delay. Transmission delay is dependent on
packet size and link rate. For example, a 12-octet (96-bit) packet on a
9,600-hit/s link would have a transmission delay of 96/9,600 seconds, or
10 ms. Propagation delay is a function of the distance between nodes and
the medium used to interconnect them. For example, the propagation delay
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is approximately 270 ms from one earth station to another via satellite.
Network delay is the composite of various switching, transmission, and
propagation delays within a network.
From loopback measurements, the propagation delay from New York to
Frankfurt via the satellite link was determined to be 280 ms. This included
the terrestrial propagation delays from New York to the Etam earth station,
and from the Usingen earth station to Frankfurt. The propagation delay from
New York to Frankfurt via the transatlantic cable circuit was 60 ms.
The transmission delay for a call request packet (29 octets) is 29 x
8/9,600 = 24 ms. If the DATEx-P network delay is excluded, in configuration I the time interval between the transmission of the call request packet
at the Bs boundary and its receipt at the B„_z boundary is 24 + 280 + 24
+ 60 = 388 ms.
The call connect packet is 15 octets long; therefore, its transmission delay
over a 9,600-bit/s link is 13 ms. Using reasoning similar to that used in the
call request packet case, the time interval between the transmission of the
call connected packet at the B0_2 boundary and its receipt at the Bs
boundary is 13 + 60 + 13 + 280 = 366 ms. Hence, excluding the DATEX-P
network delay, the call setup delay is 388 + 366 = 754 ms.
From Table 2, the mean call setup delay in configuration 1 is 1,168 ms.
Therefore, the mean delay introduced by the DATEx-P network is 1,168 754 = 414 ms. The round-trip satellite propagation delay of 560 ms for the
call setup sequence contributes less than half (560/1,168) the overall delay.
Thus, it is evident that delay components other than satellite propagation
delay contribute considerably to the overall call setup delay. In a practical
situation, for calls originating at a considerable distance from the cable head,
the satellite propagation delay will contribute an even smaller percentage of
the overall delay. A comparison of measured values and Rec. X.135
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requirements in Table 2 reveals that the mean and 95th percentile delay
values for call setup are well Within the Rec. X.135 specifications for both
configurations.
Data packet transfer delay

Data packet transfer delay is the time elapsed between the transmission of
a data packet at the B5 boundary and its receipt at the B„ 2 boundary. If 13
is the time at which a data packet is sent from the source X.75 gateway, and
14 is the time at which a data packet is received at the destination X.75
gateway, then the International B portion data packet transfer delay at B3 is
14 - 13. Measurements 13 and 14 were ohtained by reading time stamps
associated with a data packet.
Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution functions for the data packet
transfer delay in both configurations for the 128-octet data packets. In contrast
to the call setup delay, the data transfer delay is a one-way delay. The total
number of octets in a packet with 128 octets of user data is 136 or 137,
depending on whether normal or extended numbering is used. This packet
size results in a transmission delay of 114 ms over a 9,600-bit/s link. If the
DATEx-P network delay is excluded, in configuration I the time interval
between the transmission of the data packet at the B3 boundary and its receipt
at the B„_2 boundary is 114 + 280 + 114 + 60 = 568 ms. From
Table 2, the measured mean data transfer delay for a 128-octet user data
packet is 624 ms. Therefore, the mean delay introduced by the DATEx-P
network is 624 - 568 = 56 ms.
If a transatlantic cable circuit were used instead of a satellite circuit, the
total delay would be reduced by only one third (220/624) because of the
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additional delay introduced by terrestrial circuits and intermediate nodes from
the source and/or destination to the cable head. A comparison of the measured
values and Rec. X.135 requirements in Table 2 reveals that the mean and
95th percentile delay values for data packets are well within the specifications
of Rec. X.135 for both configurations.
Clear indication delay

The clear indication delay is the time elapsed between the transmission of
a clear request packet at the B, boundary and its receipt at the B„ boundary.
If t5 is the time at which a clear request packet is sent from the source X.75
gateway, and t„ is the time at which a clear request packet is received at the
destination X.75 gateway, then the International B portion of clear indication
delay is t6 - t5. Measurements is and t^ were obtained by reading time
stamps associated with a clear request packet. Figure 6 plots the cumulative
distribution functions for the clear indication delay for both contgurations.
As with the data packet transfer delay, the clear indication delay is oneway. The transmission delay for a IS-octet clear request packet is IS x
8/9,600 = 12.5 ms. From Table 2, the mean clear indication delay for
configuration I is 421 ms. Given the measured satellite and cable propagation
delays, the mean clear indication delay introduced by the DATCx-I' network
is 421 - 12.5 - 280 - 12.5 - 60 = 56 ms. Thus it is evident that delay
components other than satellite propagation delay contribute significantly to
the overall clear indication delay. By comparing the measured values and
Rec. X. 135 requirements in Table 2, it can be seen that the mean and 95th
percentile values for clear indication delay are well within the specifications
in Rec. X.135 for both configurations.
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Throughput capacity

Let T2 denote the time required to successfully transmit a group of 200
packets of 128 user octets each across the B„ - 2 boundary. Then, the throughput
capacity, rl, for the International B portion is given by
200x 128x8
T bit/s
"Measurements Were obtained by transmitting 2,000 packets in each run of
the experiment. The first and last 100 packets were discarded for steadystate measurements. The remaining 1,800 packets were then divided into
nine groups of 200 packets. Throughput capacity was obtained for both the
four and eight logical channel cases.
The complementary cumulative distribution function for the throughput of
the eight-logical-channel case is plotted in Figure 7. By comparing the
measured values and Rec. X.135 specifications given in Table 3, it can be
seen that the throughput was 400- to 500-percent higher than that required
by Rec. X.135 for both the mean and 95th percentile values for both
configurations.
l=

r to
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single- and double-hop transmission are well within the requirements specified
in CCITT Rec. X.135. On the 9,600-bit/s satellite link, a peak throughput
as high as 9,471 bit/s was obtained, and it was found that satellite propagation
delay accounted for less than half the total delay. Other delay components
such as transmission and nodal processing delays contribute significantly to
the overall delay. Furthermore, since satellite circuits may bypass some
terrestrial circuits and switching nodes, the end-to-end delay in satellitebased configurations is often comparable to that in terrestrial/transoceanic
cable configurations.
The difference between the measured mean data transfer delays in the two
configurations examined was approximately 200 ms, thus demonstrating that
an additional satellite hop can easily be accommodated in data circuits, with
only marginal impact on delay. It should be noted that the choice of
appropriate operational parameters is critical for obtaining high performance
across satellite circuits.
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Appendix . Review of the Open Systems Interconnection
model and CCITT Recommendation X.25
The ISO and CCITT have defined a layered architecture to facilitate
communications between data equipment made by different manufacturers.
This architecture is referred to as the Open Systems Interconnection (osp
model 191. The term 'open'' signifies that, by conforming to these standards,
a system will be capable of interacting with systems conforming to the same
standards worldwide. This architecture enables each entity in a network of
open systems to be viewed as a stack of seven layers, each layer providing
a different function (see Figure A-I). Each layer adds to the services provided
by the lower layers, so that the full seven-layer stack provides the set of
services needed for distributed applications. A brief description of the functions
performed by each layer of the osi architecture is given below.
1. Physical Layer: Transmits bits over the physical link between two
adjacent nodes (nodes may he terminals, computers, switching
equipment, etc.). It provides mechanical, electrical, functional, and
procedural characteristics to establish, maintain, and release physical
connections between link layer entities. The architecture of this layer
permits the use of a variety of media for interconnection (e.g., cables,
satellites, fiber optics). It is the lowest layer of the architecture.
2. Link Layer: Corrects for possible transmission errors in the physical
layerand transforms the link so that it appears to he free of transmission
errors. This is accomplished by first segmenting data into units called

frames and then retransmitting any frames that may have experienced
errors in transmission. This layer makes the ''wire'' provided by the
physical layer appear to be very reliable. It also provides mechanisms
that control data flow to prevent a faster transmitter from overloading
a slower receiver.
3. Network Layer: Establishes, maintains, and terminates connections
between communicating end-system transport layer entities. This also
involves the routing of data between intermediate entities. In addition,
the network layer performs such functions as congestion control,
flow control, addressing, and the segmentation and reassembly of
long packets. If a connection traverses networks that employ dissimilar
protocols, this layer may be responsible for the appropriate protocol
conversion.
4. Transport Layer: Controls the transport of data from the sourceend system to the destination-end system. This layer relieves higher
layer entities of concern regarding the transport of data and makes
the end-to-end transfer reliable. It also handles the problem of endto-end flow control.
5. Session Layer : Provides enhanced services to end-to-end transport
connections. One such service is dialog control for managing the
full/half-duplex nature of the connection. Another session service is
synchronization, which is used to mark reference points from which
data transfer can be resumed (or synchronized) in a situation such as
a system crash in the midst of a large file transfer.
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6. Presentation Layer: Concerned with the syntax and semantics of
the information transmitted. The encoding of data is standardized to
allow the exchange of information between systems that use different
information codes (e.g., ASCII. EBCDIC). This layer can also provide
data compression and cryptography.
7. Application Layer: Defines applications for the end users. Some
common examples are file transfer, electronic mail, virtual terminals,
and transaction processing.
At the transport layer level, end-to-end transfer capability can be provided
by reserving a full path and bandwidth from the source to the destination
system for the duration of the connection. However, the intermittent nature
of most end-user traffic provides opportunities to economize on line costs by
sharing links between adjacent nodes for data traffic between multiple enduser sites. One technique for achieving this is packet switching. Whenever
the source user has data to be transmitted to a remote destination, the data
are inserted in a packet and delivered to the network. Each packet has
addressing information that allows the network to route the packet to its final
destination. Packet switching is provided by a number of commercial public
data networks.
In Rec. X.25, CCITT standardized the physical, link, and network protocols
for accessing this service. These protocols define the interface between the
source equipment (DTE) and network equipment (DCE).
The physical layer in Rec. X.25 is specified by referencing CCITT Rec.
X.21, which defines the use of a duplex point-to-point synchronous circuit.
However, by bilateral agreement, other arrangements are allowed for the
physical layer.
The link layer in Rec. X.25 provides for the reliable transmission of
information between two adjacent nodes. Each unit of information at this
layer is called a frame, and three types of frames are used. Information
frames are used to send data; supervisory frames are used for acknowledgment
(or negative acknowledgment of data) or to slow the sender (for flow control);
and unnumbered frames are for control purposes (and to acknowledge other
control frames). These control frames are used to announce such conditions
as invalid frames (protocol violations), a node going down, a node coming
up, and so forth.
The frames described above have fields called control (for sequence
numbers, acknowledgments, etc.), data (for information carried), and checksum (for detecting transmission errors). Sequence numbers are used to order
frames, to request retransmission if an out-of-sequence frame is received, or
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to acknowledge receipt for in-sequence frames. This layer has parameters
that are dependent on the characteristics and quality of the link. For efficient
operation , appropriate parameters should be set by network managers. One
such parameter is the time the sending side waits for an acknowledgment
before considering a frame lost . This parameter is called retransmission time,
since the sending side will retransmit a frame that is perceived as lost.
The network layer of Rec. X.25 manages connections between two pieces
of DTE. Two forms of connection are provided : switched virtual circuits and
permanent virtual circuits. Switched virtual circuits are similar to ordinary
telephone calls. A connection is established, information is exchanged, and
the connection is released . In contrast , a permanent virtual circuit is similar
to a leased line. It is always present, and the DTE can exchange data at any
time without a call setup sequence.
End-to-end D'rE connections ( virtual calls) are established as follows. The
DTE builds a call request packet and sends it to the DCE. The network delivers
the packet to the destination DCE, which then gives it to the destination DIE.
At this point, the call request packet becomes the incoming call packet. If
the destination DTE wishes to accept the call , it builds and sends back a call
accepted packet. When the originating DTE receives the call accepted packet
(now called the call connected packet), the virtual call is established.
During this procedure , some parameter values may be negotiated. One
such parameter is the maximum number of bytes in a data packet (packet
size). Another is the number of sequential packets that can be transmitted
without waiting for an outstanding acknowledgment (window size). The
values of these parameters are influenced by throughput and flow control
requirements . Such negotiable parameters are referred to as facilities in
CCITT nomenclature.
After the call setup phase, the DIE uses the full-duplex channel to exchange
data packets. When either side wants to terminate the connection, it sends a
clear request packet to the other side, which then sends a clear confirmation
packet back as an acknowledgment to the originating DTE.
A virtual circuit can also be set up between DIE connected to different
networks . A common approach to linking two networks is to have a relay
node (called a gateway ) which is linked to both networks. However, since
the two networks may be in different countries and tun by different
organizations , the relay node is conceptually split into what can be called
half-gateways , and the two halves are connected by a link. The protocols
use these half-gateways to communicate with each other , as defined in Rec.
X.75 (which is almost identical to Rec. X.25). In CCITT nomenclature, a
half-gateway is called a signaling terminal (S'rE).
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The problems involved in generating and displaying satellite antenna patterns on
the surface of the earth are addressed, and a computer program developed for this
purpose is described. The various coordinate systems used in formulating the problem
are described, and the equations for transforming points between coordinate systems
are derived. This is followed by a discussion of the techniques used to generate and
display geographic features, antenna gain contours, and flux density contours for
various types of beams. Related topics addressed include the calculation of great
circle paths, earth station azimuth and elevation angles, and the effect of satellite
pointing errors on gain patterns. Plots generated by the program are used to illustrate
the types of analyses that can he performed.
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Introduction
Communications satellites use directional antennas to focus radiation
patterns on the surface of the earth. These patterns vary from a simple
circular beam covering the entire earth to complex patterns conforming to
continental boundaries. The effectiveness of a particular antenna pattern can
be determined by calculating the gain or flux density patterns projected on
the surface of the earth. It is often desirahle to view the earth using one of
a number of alternative projections, and to supplement the contour data with
geographic boundaries, grids, and elevation angle contours.
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Two computer programs have been developed to perform these functions.
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The Antenna Coverage Program (Act') executes input commands stored in a
text file. It runs on an IBM mainframe and on an IBM PC/AT. The Interactive
Antenna Coverage Program (IACP) is a menu-driven program that also runs
on an IBM mainframe and IBM PC/AT, as well as on a VAX workstation. Both
programs are written in FORTRAN and use the Graphical Kernel System for
generating graphical displays.
These programs allow a user to create satellite antenna patterns on a world
map. The user may define a satellite location by specifying the satellite's
longitude, latitude (for satellites in inclined orbit), and distance from the
earth. Next, the user can display an orthographic, perspective, or equireetangular projection of the world which includes lines of latitude and
longitude, country boundaries, and state boundaries. The user may also define
the map's center, height, and width. After the map parameters are established,
the user can then define the location and shape of an antenna pattern: circular,
elliptical, shaped, user-specified contours, or measured gain values in antenna
coordinates. Both Ac!' and IACP can generate and display several antenna
patterns in the form of equal gain contours or equal flux density contours on
a single map.

AP and IAcr can also generate contours of constant elevation angle for a
set of user-specified elevation angles. Several other features are available in
both programs which allow a user to add a title, add a footnote, and label
points on the map. Along with the plots that AcP and IACP generate, both
programs create a table of values for a set of user-defined points which
includes the elevation angle, azimuth, gain, and flux density at each point.

Coordinate system definitions
Three principal coordinate systems are required when generating antenna
contours on the earth's surface: an earth-centered system, a satellite-centered
system (also the antenna coordinate system), and a viewing system. The
locations and relative orientations of these systems are described in this
section.
Earth centered system

The fundamental coordinate system used in antenna coverage analysis is
the earth-centered system. This system is a Cartesian coordinate system
(xe, ye, z,) whose origin is at the center of the earth, whose positive axis
passes through the North Pole, and whose positivexe-axis passes through the
Greenwich meridian. Hence, the x, y, plane lies in the plane of the Equator.
The orientation of the earth-centered coordinate system is shown in Figure I.

Yy

xe

Figure

I. Earth-Centered Coordinate Svstent

All other coordinate systems are defined in terms of the earth-centered
system.
It is convenient to specify a point on the earth's surface in terms of its
latitude and longitude (see Figure 2). Latitude is indicated by the symbol p,.
and longitude by the symbol p. If the radius of the earth is given by R,
then the Cartesian coordinates are related to latitude and longitude by
s, = R cos p, cos µe
Ye = R cos p, sin p.,
= R sin pe

The latitude and longitude are related to the Cartesian coordinates by
Pe = sin-'(Z,/R)
µe. = tan -^ (Yrl-re)
Satellite centered system

It is useful to define a satellite-centered coordinate system (x„ v, z,) whose
origin is at the satellite and whose positive z, -axis passes through the
subsatellite point and through the center of the earth. The positive x--axis of
this system points North, parallel to the axis of the earth (i.e., the z,-axis).
The y; axis lies in the plane of the Equator. Figure 3 shows the orientation
of the satellite-centered system. As will be seen below, this system is useful
for defining satellite antenna beam patterns and satellite pointing angles.
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Coincident with the satellite-centered Cartesian system is a spherical system
having coordinates T,. B„ and ep, (see Figure 4). [he angle 0,. is the angle
T, makes with the z,-axis, while Ib, is the angle the projection of
T, on the
x- v, plane makes with the .v axis. The transformation hetween Cartesian and
spherical coordinates is given by
x,, = T, sin 0,, cos
r, = T, sin 0sin cp,
= T, cos 0,

xe

Figure 2. Latitude and Longitude Coordinates

Figure 3. Satellite-Centered Coordinate System

Antenna patterns are typically described in a so-called "tilde" spherical
system (0, ) in which 0 is the angular distance between T, and the s-axis,
and ¢ is the angular distance between T,, and the r-axis. As will he shown
helow, the calculations are performed in angular coordinates a and R, which
are the north-south and east-west pointing angles, respectively, from the
satellite. Angles measured in the tilde system can be converted to pointing
angles by using the following equations:

Figure 4. Satellite-Centered Spherical System
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In the viewing coordinate system (x„ y,., z,) for an orthographic projection
shown in Figure 6, the z„axis defines the line of sight of the viewer and the
x,. y,. plane is the projection plane. The only restriction on the viewing system
is that the positive z„axis must pass through the center of the earth, that is,
the viewer must be looking directly (not obliquely) down on the earth. The
point where the line of sight intersects the earth's surface is defined as the
view center. The distance, D, between the viewer and the view center is
arbitrary for this projection since it does not affect the displayed image. The
x-axis lies in the plane defined by the meridian passing through the view
center. Note that the x,.-axis is parallel to the axis of the earth (the ;-axis)
only in the special case where the view center lies on the Equator (known
as an equatorial view).

a = 2-B
(3 =
%'irwing coordinate system

The graphical representation is actually displayed in the viewing coordinate
system. The viewing system is defined below for each type of projection
considered: orthographic, perspective, and equireetangular I II.
ORTIIOGRAPIIIC PROJECTION

In an orthographic projection, the earth's surface is projected in a straight
line onto a plane which is perpendicular to the defined line of sight. Figure 5
shows a typical orthographic view of the earth.

VIEW CENTER

a

VIEWING WINDOW -

Figure 5. Orthographic View of the Earth

I

Figure 6. Viewing System: Orthographic Projection
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A viewing window must also be specified to define the extent of the view.
For example, a square viewing window S units on a side will cover the
region defined by
-S/2 6/2
-S/2 = v, S/2
Any point falling outside this region will not he displayed, nor will any point
hidden by the earth (i.e., a point for which z,. > D + R).
The coordinates in the projection plane (x,„ v„) that are actually displayed
on the screen are the same as the viewing system coordinates, that is,

PERSPECTIVE I'ROJECTION

A perspective projection is an attempt to represent the earth as seen in a
perspective view from a specific location a finite distance. D, from the earth's
surface. In a perspective projection, portions of the earth closer to the viewer
will appear larger than portions further away. An example of a perspective
projection is given in Figure 7, which shows the earth as seen from a distance
of I,t)00 miles (i.e., D = 1,000).
In the special case where D is equal to the satellite range, the earth will
be shown as it appears from the satellite. The orientation of the viewing
system is defined as in the case of the orthographic projection; however, the
coordinates displayed in this case are the angular coordinates a,. and I. (as
shown in Figure 8) rather than the linear coordinates x,. and v,.. The angular
coordinates are related to the linear coordinates by

Figure

7. Perspective View of the Earth

a,. = tan ' (x/ z)
z,)
(3,. = tan ' (v,./z.)
Spherical coordinates may then be determined from
tan20, = tan'- a,. + tan'- [3,.
tan 4), = tan (3,. / tan a,.
Finally, the coordinates in the projection plane (x,,, v„) may be obtained
from the spherical coordinates and normalized to one earth radius by
.ee = KB sin

Itr

v„ = KO cos

c¢

where K is the normalization factor given by

K = R / 4) = R/ sin '[R/(D + R)]
The viewing window is a square of size 6, such that
-S/2 S/2
-6/2 v,, <- 8/2
Any point falling outside this region will not be displayed, nor will any point
hidden by the earth [i.e., a point for which z,. > D + R - Rol
(D + R)].
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EQUIRECTANGULAR PROJECTION

In an equirectangular projection, the Earth's surface is displayed with lines
of latitude and longitude forming a square grid. Figure 9 is an example of
an equirectangular projection.
The viewing system for an equirectangular projection is shown in
Figure 10. In this case, the x,. y,. Viewing plane is parallel to the plane of the
flat projection, with the positive x,.-axis pointing north. The units of x,. are
in degrees latitude, and the units of }t. arc in degrees longitude. The range
of the coordinates for a square viewing window of aperture 6 and a view
center (p. µ„,mow) are
Pw -

+

6/2

Any value falling outside this range will not be displayed.

Coordinate transformations
In the process of determining satellite antenna coverages, coordinate values
must often be transformed from one coordinate system to another. This
section presents a general solution to the problem of transforming coordinates
from one Cartesian system to another. The results are then particularized to
relate the satellite-centered system and the viewing system to the earthcentered system. Finally, the relationships between Cartesian and angular
(e.g., latitude and longitude) coordinates in each system are defined.
General Cartesian transformations

Figure 8. Viewing System: Perspective Projection

Consider the local Cartesian coordinate system having coordinate axes .r„
y, and z„ which is shown in Figure II. (For the moment, this system may
represent either the satellite-centered system or the viewing system.) The
orientation of this system with respect to the earth-centeted system (x,„
may be defined by specifying the components of three vectors (r, s, and t)
in the earth-centered system. Vector r defines the origin of the local system,
vectors defines the direction of the positive z,-axis, and vector flies anywhere
in the z,c x, plane. The cross product of s and 1 defines the positive y„-axis,
so that t may be chosen to lie along the positive x,.-axis. Denoting the vector
components by
r = r1i + r,j + r)k
s = s1i + s,j + s^k
t=ti +t,j+ yk
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where i, j, and k arc the unit vectors in the earth - centered system, the unit
vectors 1, in, and n in the local system may be written as
1 = ali + a;j + a,k
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Further assume that the subsatellite point latitude and longitude are given by
pand W, respectively. Then the components of r, s, and t may he specified
as follows:

in = aai + asj + al,k
n = a^i + asj + a,,k
where

a , = [(s,tl

- slt,)s3 -

a2

-

= [(S /,

a3 = [(s,ti ay

(1
aF
a

= (sq t, =

(s,

-

tl)s1

S( 12)

si

ri = (R + S) cos cos
r, = (R + S) cos p,yl sin W5H1
r, = (R + S) sin Pen,

- sztl)s,I/M1
- ,s3 (2) 3I/ M 1

(s1h

- (5113

- (s,tl - slta)s}I /M,

,s1t)sz

! Al,

t,) /

- s, l)

= (s12
= Sl

s,

1'1

= -cos pcos W„,

.S-,

= -cos p51, sin

sg

= -sin P.1..
0

t

Al,

/M,

/M,

ax = sz / M,
ay = .s, / M,

and where Ml, M,, and Al, are the magnitudes of s x t x s, s x y and s,
respectively. (Note that the magnitude of the cross product of two vectors,
a and b, is equal to [a^ ^hi sin 0, where a and hi are the magnitudes of the
vectors and 0 is the angle between them.)
Any point (x,,, v„ z,) in the local system may he transformed to a point
(xe, ye, z^) in the earth-centered system by

t,

0

r3

1

Note that M, = I, since s is a unit vector. Ml and M, are equal to 1 only
in the case where the viewer is located in the plane of the Equator. The
coefficients of the transformation matrix are then
- sin Psm cos P5:1^ cos p 511 l M l
- sin P57 cos P.w sin W/MI
a, = cost p/M1
al

a2

aG =

-cos P,ol sin p.. 1 / Mz

as = cos p5m cos
x
lZe

07

1

G, (l3 (19

z J

al ay a7
=

_J

(22

05

I

jI
+
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/Al,

ab =0

I
I
)
I

a^ = -cos P,ol cos
ax = -cos PFsin W.e^l

IY,s

09 = -sin p.,,

The inverse transformation, which transforms coordinates in the earth-centered
system to the local system, is

I x.i
jz nj

=

0405

Ni

[0

02031

I

i

0 405061
0 [ 7 a % 2V^ ^Z, j - 1

The above coefficients are found by using the steps explained in the previous
section. The inverse transformation is used to convert earth-centered coordinates to satellite-centered coordinates.
Viewing system to earth - centered system

(17 (19J

Satellite - centered system to earth - centered system

The results of the preceding section may he applied to determine the
transformation between the satellite-centered system and the earth-centered
system. Assume that the radius of the earth is given by R and the range of
the satellite (i.e., its distance from the subsatellite point) is given by S.

In a similar manner, the transformation between the viewing system and
the earth-centered system may be derived. Assume that the radius of the
earth is given by R and the distance of the viewer from the surface of the
earth is given by D. Further assume that the viewer is looking directly down
on the surface of the earth to a point whose latitude and longitude are given
by and p.respectively. Then the components of r, s, and t may he
specified as follows:
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rI

(R + D) cos 0.„L. cos µ,.,e„

r,

(R + D) cos p^,e sin µew

rI

(R + D) sin p,.;,.,

SI

-cos p';ew, sin p..,
ti

- sin p^Ie^
0

t,

0

Si

Cartesian earth-centered coordinates and then to the viewing system for
display.
Continent, country, or state boundaries are typically represented by one
or more groups of points, each point being defined by its Cartesian coordinates
(s„ yr, z^) in the earthcentered system. Consecutive points within each group
are connected by straight lines in the display ,
following their transformation
to the viewing system.
Figure 12 is a plot of the United States including state boundaries and the
locations of certain selected cities.

y
Note that M, = 1, since s is a unit vector. MI and M, are equal to I only
in the case where the viewer is located in the plane of the Equator. The
coefficients of the transtonnation matrix arc then

I

- sin P,.lew cos cos p,9ur / MI
- sin p,.,ew cos P..,ew sin / MI
cos'- pv,ew / M,

- cos P„Iew sin page.,. / M,
cos p,;ew cos µe;ew / M,
0
-cos P^;ew cos pv;e.,
EI8 =

-cos PV,ei Sill PvIeii

a9 =

-sin PNCW

1

Analysis algorithms
/' 0
This section presents the algorithms used to create the world map, to plot
great circle paths, to calculate azimuth and elevation angles of specified
locations and plot elevation angle contours, to calculate and plot antenna
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gain and flux density patterns, and to plot the effects of satellite pointing
errors.

• ATLANTA

•DALLAS

Geographic features

Geographic features may he plotted on an orthographic, perspective, or
equirectangular map to serve as a background for displaying antenna pattern
data. These geographic features include earth station or city locations, and
continent, state, or country boundaries.
Each earth station or city location is defined by its coordinates in latitude
and longitude (p„ p.4. Each pair of coordinates must first be transformed to
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Great circle path

A great circle path represents the shortest distance between any two
specified points on the earth's surface. A great circle is formed by the
intersection of the sphere representing the surface of the earth and a plane
passing through the center of the earth and the two specified points (see
Figure 13).
The algorithm for generating a great circle path is as follows:
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2. Define a local coordinate system (xe, yr„ z,,) such that the Y ,.-zg plane
contains the great circle path connecting points a and b. Specifically,
the origin of the local system lies at the center of the earth, the
positive zg axis intersects point a, and the xg z. plane contains point
h. Hence, the components of the r, s, and t vectors defining this
system in terms of the earth-centered system are
r1 = 0
r, = 0

1. Convert the latitude and longitude of the end points (p,. lw) and (Pb,
µh) to Cartesian coordinates in the earth-centered system by means

r} = 0
sI = x^

of the equations

5, = Yn

x„ = R cos p„ cos µa
= R cos p, sin µ1i

= a

= R sin p„

= x,,

and

h = =r.

xs = R cos Ph cos µ,,
Yn = R cos pn sin IL,,

3. Convert the coordinates of point h from the earth - centered system to
the local system.

zs = R sin p,,
The angular separation between points a and b is found by
0B = cos-' [s ti(Jt^ )I
where s • (is the dot product of vectors and vector t. Next calculate n points
along the circular arc hetween a and h and connect consecutive points with
straight line segments. The coordinates of each point in the local system arc
given by
x, = R sin (i 0f) l n) 1 < i < I,
p; =0
= R cos (i 4(1 i n)
Each point is first converted to the earth-centered system and then to the
viewing system prior to plotting.
Azimuth and elevation angles

Figure 13. Great Circle Paths

The azimuth and elevation angles define the direction of the satellite as
seen from a specific earth station location. The azimuth is the angle between
the satellite's angular position (as seen from a point on the earth) and true
North, while the elevation is the angle between the satellite's angular position
and the (sea-level) horizon. Elevation angles helow some nominal value
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(typically 5° to 10°) may result in significant signal degradation due to
atmospheric disturbances and multipath effects. Ilence, elevation angle
contours are often used in conjunction with satellite antenna pattern contours
to determine the effective coverage area of a satellite antenna beam.
The following procedure is used to determine the azimuth and elevation
for an earth station whose latitude and longitude are given by p„ and p„
respectively, and a satellite at a distance S from the earth, whose latitude
and longitude are given by p, and g„ respectively. First, the earth station
and satellite locations must be identified in the basic Cartesian coordinate
system. The earth station location is
s, = R cos p, cos µ.
= R cos p. sin µ
= R sin p,

and the satellite location is
x, _ (R + S) cos p, cos µ,
v, _ (R + S) cos p, sin µ,

Figure 14. Azimuth and Elevation Angles

(R + S) sin p,
Next , a new local coordinate system Cu y. -) i, is created such that the origin
is at the earth station location (v, y.., z,), the z- axis is normal to the surface
of the earth, and the x-axis is pointing due north . [he components of the r,
s, and t vectors defining the local system in terns of the basic system are

with the additional restrictions that
a = ar when pr = ¶1/2
= 0 when p_
= 0 when p^ = P, and µ.. = µ,
Contours of constant elevation angle may be generated and plotted for one
or more values of elevation angle, e. Figure 15 shows a slice through the
center of the earth in a plane containing the satellite and a point on the earth
whose elevation angle is to be calculated. The point on the earth is defined
in the satellite-centered system by the coordinates (71, B„ 4)), and the
elevation angle is denoted by F.

= I
The satellite location is then transformed from the basic system (x,, vc, z,) to
the local system (xc, v„ z31., and the azimuth (a) and elevation (F) angles,
as shown in Figure 14, are obtained from the following equations:
a = -tan i (y,/.r,)
F = sin -

The process begins by finding a value for 0, which corresponds to an
elevation angle of e. The relationship between 9, and s may he derived by
equating two separate expressions for the line segment from the earth center
and perpendicular to the earth station line of sight, that is,
R cos e = (S + R) sin H,
It immediately follows that
Q, = sin-' ((R cos e) / (S + R))
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Rcos r = (S+R) sin Ps

R sin c

S
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Figure I5. Earth/Satellite Geometry

Knowing H„ the distance T, may be determined from
T, = (S + R) cos H, - R sin e

N

A contour circle is drawn by looping over a set of values for <', spanning
the region 0 to 2'rr radians. For each value of 4',,, the coordinate set (T„ 8,, 4',)
is converted first to the Cartesian satellite-centered system, then to the
Cartesian earth-centered system, and finally to the viewing system for plotting.
An example of a plot of contours of constant elevation angle is shown in
Figure 16. Contours for elevation angles of 0°, 5°, and 10° arc shown on an
equirectangular projection of the earth.
Antenna gain patterns

A variety of options are provided for the specification of antenna gain
patterns. In cases where a simple representation of the pattern will suffice,
the pattern may be approximated by a circular beam, an elliptical beam, or
a shaped beam. The circular beam is defined by its boresight direction and
3-dB beamwidth; the elliptical beam is defined by its boresight direction,
3-dB beamwidths along the major and minor axes, and the orientation of
the major axis from the horizon. In either of these cases, the shape of the
radiation pattern depends on the assumed distribution of power over the
aperture. Shaped beam patterns are formed by illuminating the antenna
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reflector with a number of individual feeds, each oriented in a specific
direction and having a specified amplitude and phase. When greater precision
is needed, the pattern can be represented by specifying the gain at equally
spaced values of (0 and ^) in the antenna coordinate system.
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The gain G(a, (3) is computed for each grid point and accumulated in a
corresponding n-by-n array representing the equally spaced points in a and
[3. The gain is normalized by dividing all gain values by the maximum gain,
and then converted to dB. The gain contours are generated and plotted using
the contour generation algorithm described later in this paper.

CIRCULAR BEAM

A model commonly used to approximate the aperture distribution for a
circular antenna is
f(r) = (1 - rz)h
When the exponent p is zero, the aperture distribution is unifbrm. As p
increases, the distribution becomes more highly tapered toward the edge of
the aperture [2]. The far-field radiation pattern, E(0), generated by this
distribution is proportional to

ELLII'l'ICAI. BEAM

The same model for the far-field radiation pattern is used for elliptical
beams as for circular beams. In the case of an elliptical beam, the 3-dB
heamwidth, B, for a cut through the pattern at degrees is a function of the
semi-major axis (e), the semi -minor axis (f), and the orientation angle of the
major axis (r1) (see Figure 17). The equation for the elliptical heamwidth is

B = [cos (q - E)2/e2 + sin(B -

E(0) -- (u)/u'
GRID
POINT

and the gain distribution is proportional to
G(0) - J , I (u) l u2v''
where u = (aD / X) sin 0, and where JP(x) is the Bessel function of the first
kind of order p and argument x.
The 3-dB (or half-power) beamwidth, B, has the following values (in
degrees), depending on the value of p:
B = 58.911D p = 0
B=72.71/D p= I
B = 84.31/D p = 2
hence,
U = (58.9 Tr / B) sin O
u = (72.7 rr / B) sin 0
a = (84.3 rr / B) sin 0

p = 0
p = I

p

Figure 17. Ellipse Parameters

=2

An n-by-n antenna pattern grid is created which represents equally spaced
points in a and (3. The distance between the circular beam center, e, on the
grid and each grid point, p, is then substituted for 0 in the gain equation.
This distance may he determined from
tan'- 0 = tang (a„ - a,) + tan'- ((3v - [3,.)

SHAPED BEAM

One approach to designing beam coverage patterns that have complex
shapes is to use a cluster of antenna feeds. The orientation of each Iced is
adjusted so that a desired composite pattern is projected onto the surface of
the earth (see Figure 18). The far-field radiation pattern generated by each
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The beam center direction of each feed in the satellite-centered system is
defined by the pointing angles a; and ft. where

R; = R° + f,tI.^,
Equivalently, these directions may also be expressed in spherical coordinates,
0, and 4„ as
0, = tan I (tan a + tan (3
= tan-' (tan (3, / tan a,)
"offset

The complex amplitude C(a, (3) at any arbitrary point in the far field due
to an individual feed patterns, i, is given by
V
offset
SUBSATELLITE POINT

Figure 18. Multiple Antenna Feec(s
feed is calculated from the characteristics of the radiation field over the
antenna aperture, and from the relative amplitude and phase weighting
associated with each feed. In this approach, the following information must
be provided for each feed, is

C,(a,^3) = c,(2arr/A.)12J,(cr,)/o, + V2"'' n!J,,.,(cr,)/o'''i
I + 12T/(n + 1)1 + 1r2/(2n + 1)1
where T = t - 1
a, = (2r/ T.) tan-' (tan a - tan a,? + (tan (3 - tan (3;pThe real and imaginary components of the total radiation field amplitude,
C(a, (3), are found by summing the contributions of each individual feed,
that is,
rv
Re{C(a, [3 )} = 1 Rc{C,( a, (3)}

• Beam pointing angles (cr7 and (37) in the antenna horesight coordinate
system

• Relative amplitude (A;)
• Relative phase (4s,).
Parameters which are assumed to be constant for all feeds are the antenna
diameter (d), the aperture edge taper (t), the taper index (n), and the
wavelength of the radiation (X). The boresight coordinate system is presumed
to be offset from the suhsatellite point by the angular coordinates a,0,, and
I3ntr.[r

The aperture fields associated with each feed are approximated by analytical
expressions which are integrable in closed form. First a complex amplitude,
e,, is defined for each feed, which is a function of the relative feed amplitude,
A;, and phase, 45,, as
c'r = A, exp (j 45J
= A, (cos 4i, + j sin cal,)

Im{C(a, (3 )} = Im{C, (a, (3)}

where N is the number of feeds. The contributions of each individual feed
to the far-field pattern are accumulated in a complex n-by-n array representing
points equally spaced in a and (3. At the completion of this process, the real
and imaginary amplitude values are squared and summed, and the resulting
gain values are normalized to a maximum value of unity and converted to
dB. The gain contours are generated and plotted according to the contour
generation algorithm described below.
Examples of shaped beam patterns are shown in Figures 19 and 20, which
are perspective views of the earth as seen from the satellite. The 3-dB
contours in Figure 19 are the circular beams generated by each of 10 feeds
used to generate the shaped beam. Figure 20 shows the I-, 2-, and 3-dB
gain contours of the composite field created by summing the patterns of all
10 feeds, assuming a uniform amplitude and phase weighting for each.
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Figure 19. Beams Generated by Each Individual Feed
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Figure 20. Composite Field From All Feeds
USER - SPECIFIED GAIN CONTOUR

MEASURED BLAM PATTERN

Antenna patterns that cannot be represented by any of the relatively
simplistic models presented above can still he accommodated by the program
provided that gain values 6(0, 4)) are known as a set of equally spaced
values of B and dt in the antenna coordinate system. The corresponding
values of the pointing angles in the satellite-centered coordinate system are
a = 4r/2 - B

(3= n/2-d)
In this case, the gain values G(a, (3) = G(0, 4)) are already in the proper
form required for processing by the contour generation algorithm.

An alternative means of specifying an antenna pattern is to list a number
of discrete points that define the outline of the coverage region (i.e., a
contour of equal gain values). The angular coordinates of each point, a and
13, are specified in the satellite-centered coordinate system.
The user-specified gain contour is plotted by the following procedure.
Each point in angular coordinates is first converted to spherical satellitecentered coordinates. If the point is visible from the viewer's position, it is
converted to Cartesian satellite-centered coordinates and then to earth-centered
coordinates and added to an array of points to he plotted. If the point is not
visible (i.e., it falls off the edge of the earth as seen from the viewer), a
point on the edge of the earth closest to the original point is generated,
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converted to earth-centered coordinates, and added to the array of points to
be plotted. Next, each point in the array of earth-centered points is converted
to the appropriate viewing system and then to plotting coordinates, and a
closed line is drawn connecting all the points on the plot.
Flux density patterns

Flux density patterns show contours of constant normalized flux density
on the earth's surface. Flux density is proportional to the antenna gain and
inversely proportional to the path loss. The path loss is in turn proportional
to the square of the distance between the satellite and the point on the earth's
surface.
Figure 21 shows a slice through the center of the earth in a plane containing
the satellite and a point on the earth, p, for which the flux density is to be
calculated. The coordinates of point p in a satellite-centered system are (T,
Q, 4)3. The path loss factor is a function of the distance. S + R, between
the satellite and the earth's center, and the distance. T, between the satellite
and point p. The equation for the path loss factor, L, is
L = (S/T)Figure 21. Path Loss Calculations
where the distance T is found to be
T = (S + R) cos 0, -

R^ - (S + R )'- sine 0,

After the path loss factor is computed, it is converted to dB using the
equation
'dB)

= 10 log (L)

and subtracted from the normalized gain, G(0, 4)), to produce a normalized
flux density, 1(0, d,), as
1(0,4)) = G(0, 4)) - LB (0,4))

surface, particularly in the case of narrow spot beams. For this reason it is
frequently of interest to graphically represent the impact of satellite pointing
errors on the antenna gain or flux density patterns.
Satellite pointing errors are typically described in terms of the maximum
values of inclination (i.e., angular coordinate a in the north-south direction)
and attitude (i.e., angular coordinate f3 in the east-west direction). These
maximum angular errors are defined by ± a„ and ± respectively. The
effect of these errors may be displayed by means of either "pointing error
boxes'' or a worst-case antenna gain pattern plot.
POINTING ERROR BOXES

for a shaped beam, and
1(0) = G(0) -

LmR, (fl)

for a circular or elliptical beam.

Satellite pointing errors

Errors in the satellite pointing direction due to motion of the satellite can
significantly affect the satellite antenna gain at specific points on the earth's

Pointing error boxes indicate the range of earth station locations relative
to satellite antenna gain or flux density pattern. Each box is generated by
plotting the outline of a region defined by
ar - a` < a

aB+a

RB- Pc^P

I3 + Re

where (as, () are the angular coordinates of the earth station of interest in
the satellite-centered coordinate system. Each side of the box is divided into
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a set of n rays defined by the angular coordinates (a;, {3,), 1 < i n. For
example, the bottom side is represented by
<i<n

a; = a,, -

ft = R., - (3r + 2R,(i - l)/(n - 1)
where it is the number of rays in each coordinate direction. For each ray
(a;, (3;) the spherical coordinates (0,, 4,) are determined from
tan a^
H, = tan ' (Y tan
= tan ((tan (3, / tun a,)
The next step is to determine the distance, T,, from the satellite to the
point where the ray intersects the earth's surface. From Figure 21, the
following relationship can be derived:
T, = (S + R) cos H, - R sin {cos-' I(S + R) sin 0,/R]}
The coordinates (T;, 0„ ^,) of the intersection points are first converted to
Cartesian coordinates in the satellite-centered system, then to the earthcentered system, and finally to the viewing system. Consecutive corners of
the pointing error box are then connected by straight line segments.
An example of the display of pointing error boxes is shown in the
equireetangular projection of Figure 22. By comparing the boxes surrounding
each earth station location with the gain contours, it is possible to determine
the variation in gain caused by instabilities in the orientation of the satellite.
WORST-CASE ANTENNA I'AT'IERN

An alternative means of displaying the effects of satellite pointing errors
is by a modified antenna coverage pattern which represents a worst-case
situation. When generating antenna gain values on the n-by-n antenna pattern
grid, the following four beam center locations are used in place of (a,. f)
for beam j:

(a; -

(c

+

a^,Rl - Re)
. Ri - R,.)

a

(a, - a,. , Rl + Pe)
(a; + ae , Ri + (3e)

Each point in the antenna pattern grid is assigned a value equal to the worst
(lowest) of the four gain values calculated. The resulting pattern contours
(either gain or flux density) are plotted in the usual manner (refer to discussion
of the contour generation algorithm).

Figure 22. Pointing Error Boxes
Figure 23 is example of the degradation in a gain pattern due to pointing
errors. Figure 23a shows a circular beam pattern in the absence of pointing
errors, while Figure 23h shows the same pattern when satellite pointing errors
in the north-south direction are ±0. 1°.
Contour generation algorithm

Antenna gain contours are generated from an n-by-n antenna pattern grid
representing equally spaced points in a and R. Each grid point is assigned a
gain level by one of the beam models. The gain level is the computed gain
for a north-south angle, a, and an east-west angle, (3 (see Figure 24).
The antenna pattern grid is searched square by square from left to right
and bottom to top for a specific gain contour level, (e.g., a 3-d6 gain contour
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Figure 24. Cain Contours
(a) Without Pointing Errors

(b) With Pointing Errors

Figure 23. Example gJDegradation in Cain Pattern due to Pointing
Errors

level). Each side of a square is examined to determine if the gain contour
and the side intersect. If the gain contour intersects the side, the intersection
point is found in angular coordinates (a„ ft). If one intersection point is
found, then at least one other side of the square contains an intersection
point.
A gain contour (at a particular level) and a grid square may intersect two
times, four times, or not at all. If two intersection points are found, then the
gain contour may intersect a square six different ways, as shown in Figure 25.
The second intersection point is converted to angular coordinates, both
intersection points are converted to earth-centered coordinates, and a line is
drawn between the two points. This procedure is repeated for each grid square.
Four intersection points may be found on the gain contour and a grid
square, as shown by the squares in Figure 26. Each intersection point is
converted to angular coordinates (a„ f). Once the four intersection points
are converted, it is necessary to dertermine how to connect the four points.
The points may be connected in two different ways to form either line
segments AD and BC or line segments AB and CD. The correct choice can
be determined by computing the distances of the line segments that can he
drawn and summing them, as
D, = ADJ + ^BC^
D; = ^AB^ + ^CD
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N

N
Figure 25. Six Different Intersection Pairs

B

Figure 27. Gain at a Point
a

C

element. The values of the coefficients are derived from the antenna gain
values at each corner of the grid square. The antenna gains at each of the
four grid points are
GI = a0

G, = all + nib
G3 = a 0 + a,b

A

A

0

D

Figure 26. Four Intersection Points

The segments with the shortest combined total distance, AD and BC, are the
segments that will be drawn.
After determining which way to connect the points, all four intersection
points are converted to earth-centered coordinates and the two line segments
are drawn. The procedure described above is repeated for each grid square.
A series of connected line segments will generate the visible gain contour.
Antenna pain at a poi nl

It is sometimes necessary to compute the antenna gain. G,,, at a point, P.
which lies within an antenna pattern grid square (see Figure 27). A secondorder polynomial expansion is used to approximate the antenna gain, G, over
the square clement, as
G = a0 + aix +

12Y'

+ a3XV

where a0, a1, a2, and a, are constant coefficients and x and v are the eastwest and north-south pointing angles relative to one corner of the square

Ga = a0 + (ai + az)h + a3b2
respectively, where b is the width of the square. The coefficients are then
simply
as = GI

a, = (G, - 0)/b
az = (G3 - G,) / h
a3 = (Gq - G, - (1 , + 0)/b2
The gain at point P. whose coordinates are (x,,, v0 ), is then given by
GI, = G, + (1/h)(G2 - G,)x + (I/b)(07 - G,)y
+ (l/h2)(64 - G3 - G2 + G,) _ey

Conclusions
A computer program has been developed to generate and display satellite
antenna patterns on the surface of the earth. This paper has described the
techniques used by the program to generate and display geographic features,
antenna gain contours, and flux density contours for various types of beams,
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as well as great circle paths, earth station azimuth and elevation angles, and
the effects of satellite pointing errors on the gain patterns. Plots generated
by the program were used to illustrate the types of analyses that can he
performed. Work is proceeding on extensions to the program to generate and
display contours of constant availability for transmission in the presence of
up-link rain attenuation and down-link rain degradation.
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Demonstration of a simplified
tracking mechanism for use with
inclined -orbit satellites
E. A. FAINH, D. K. GARLOW, AND R. W. GRUNER
(Munuscript received May 5. 1989)

Abstract
A simplified satellite tracking antenna system that allows small-aperture earth
terminal antennas to operate with inclined-orbit satellites has been developed. The
tracking ability of the system was successfully tested and demonstrated. The system
operates as a single-axis, open-loop program tracker, By using a special mount
design, satellite tracking is limited to one axis of movement. 'the actuator and
controller equipment used are low-cost components that can be purchased through
television receive-only ('rvao) distributors.

Introduction
Satellites in geosynchronous orbit are acted upon by many disruptive
forces, including the gravitational pull of the nonspherirtl earth, the moon,
and other celestial objects. This results in a tilted orbital plane. To maintain
the satellite's position, thrusters are frequently fired to overcome these
disruptive forcesa process called stationkeeping. INTELSAT's conventional
stationkeeping system keeps the satellite at its nominal orbital position to
within ± 0.01 ° latitude and longitude. The amount of fuel required to maintain
the satellite's position is a primary factor limiting the operational lifetime of
the spacecraft.
299
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In 1988, COMSAT Corporation developed a new stationkeeping system
called The COMSAT Maneuver' '* which extends the operational lifetime
of geosynchronous satellites. The COMSAT Maneuver corrects the east-west
position of the satellite, but does not make corrections in the north-south
direction. When the north-south stationkeeping thrusters are no longer used,
the satellite takes on an inclined orbit. In inclined-orbit operation (Figure I),
the satellite appears (to an observer on the earth) to move sinusoidally
orthogonal to the equatorial arc, completing a cycle in one sidereal day. The
earth station antenna must track this movement.
EQUATORIAL
ORBIT

The tracking system was installed in 1.8-and 2.9-m -diameter C-hand vSAT
antennas . Figure 2 shows the geostationary arc and the path of the accessed
w rEI sAT Iv-A Fs satellite , as observed from Paumalu . The enlarged area
shows the periodic angular motion of the satellite and the I-dB receive band
beamwidths of the VSAT antennas.
This paper describes an inclined-orbit satellite tracking system for small
earth station antennas , including the mount and timer control circuit. A
procedure for aligning the system to track an inclined-orbit satellite is also
presented . The measured results obtained during the PEACESAT test and
demonstration verified the tracking ability of the system.

Tracking antenna system
The tracking antenna system shown in Figures 3 and 4 consists of an
antenna reflector, tracking mount, tripod, actuator, controller, and timer
control circuit. The collapsible tripod selected for the test facilitated transportability and installation. In a permanent installation, alternative rigid
support structures such as a pole mount would be more likely to be used and
would be less expensive.
70

T
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Figure 1. Inclined-Orbit Operation
Antennas with relatively expensive and complex tracking systems are
widely used in larger-sized (greater than 7 m) earth stations. The larger
antennas track the satellite in both azimuth and elevation and can follow its
true periodic motion. The smaller, less expensive, very small aperture
terminal (vsAT)-type antennas do not usually have tracking systems. A major
objective of this project was to develop a simple tracking system for VSAT
antennas to allow them to access inclined-orbit satellites. Such a system was
developed and was first used in a test and demonstration** for the PEACESAT
organization.
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0* L. H. Westerlund, " Method of Orienting a Synchronous Satellite," U.S . Patent
No. 4,776.540, issued October 11, 1988.
** Jointly sponsored by COMSAT and INTELSAT, and conducted by COMSAT'
during the week of July 25, 1987, at the Paumalu earth station in Hawaii.
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TWO aluminum disks separated by a thin plastic sheet bearing facilitate
azimuthal rotation of the upper disk relative to the tripod. Once the azimuthal
position is determined, the azimuth table is fastened to the tripod by a clamp
system located at the outer circumference of the aluminum disks. Axis tilt is
provided by a cylindrical tube mounted above the azimuth table. The tube is
rotated to the desired angular position and secured by a pair of clamps. A
pivot assembly attached perpendicular to the cylindrical tube serves as the
rotational axis for the tracking motion.
The automatic positioning system moves the antenna reflector to track the
inclined-orbit satellite. The system consists of an actuator (a motor-driven
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jackscrew device), a controller, and a timer control circuit. The actuator is
attached between the top of the antenna reflector and the back of the cylindrical
tube. It is commanded by the controller, which receives signals from the
timer control circuit.
A Houston Tracker Systems television receive-only (TVRO) antenna actuator
and controller with sufficient memory to store 24 different satellite positions
was used. The controller, which is normally operated from switches located
on the front panel, was now commanded by the specially designed timer
control circuit to switch the controller automatically at precisely controlled
time intervals. The following is a description of the timer control circuit.
Time base

A crystal oscillator was built to provide precise timing control. The crystal
has an oscillator frequency 1.0027 times the standard Watch crystal frequency
of 32.768 kHz. Timing is provided by a 14-stage oscillator/divider chip. The
output signal taken off the 14th stage of the divider is a 0.5-sidereal-second
square wave. This signal serves as the clock for portions of the controller,
such as the analog switch driver, the setup switch network, and the word
time control circuitry. Further division of the time base is accomplished using
divide-by-N counters to increase the period to a sidereal half-hour.
Switch control

In the normal mode of operation for the Houston Tracker controller, the
pointing of the antenna is changed to a pre-stored position by pressing a
combination of two switches on the controller. The first switch on the front
panel of the controller is labeled SATELLITE TYPE, and the second is labeled
SATELLITE NUMBER. Valid positions consist of a combination of the two
numbers pre-stored in the tracker memory. For this application, switch
combinations for 24 positions were used, with SATELLITE TYPE being thrown
I, 2, or 3 times, and SATELLITE NUMBER being thrown I to 8 times. Each
of the 24 positions is used twice during a sidereal day. The position is
incremented every half hour in ascending order (as the satellite moves
northward), and then in descending order (as the satellite moves southward).
Switching data are stored in an 8K x 8-bit programmable read-only memory
(PROM). The 8-bit data contained in the PROM address consist of two
4-bit switch control words. The lower 4 bits determine the number of times
the SATELLITE NUMBER switch on the tracker is to be pulsed, while the upper
4 hits determine the number of times the sA'rELLtTE TYPE switch is to be
pulsed. To access the PROM, a modulo-48 counter is incremented at the time
of each pointing to provide the lower address bits for the data lookup.
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Interfacing to the controller

The Houston Tracker controller contains a connector to allow installation
of a remote control circuit board. A signal applied to a switch line throws
the appropriate switch in the controller. Interfacing to this connector is
accomplished through an analog switch on the control circuit board.
The man machine interface

The timer control circuit can be set manually by using two switches on
the front panel labeled RUN/SET and START. The RUN/SET toggle switch is
used to set the starting address or initial position of the antenna. In the SET
mode, a I-to-48 counter increments continuously, and the trigger pulse is
temporarily disconnected from the rest of the circuit. This counter displays
the PROM address and the position number (I to 48). A four-digit liquid
crystal display (LCD) on the front panel displays the PROM address and the
data for a visual reference (i.e., the number of times each of the tracker
switches are to be triggered at that particular position).
Placing the switch in the RUN position stops the counter and allows normal
operation. Pressing the s'FART switch triggers the controller and resets the
half-hour timer to zero without changing to the next PROM address. Successive
triggering of the controller by the timer circuitry follows the normal operating
mode.

Alignment to track an inclined-orbit satellite
Aligning the single-axis tracking antenna system at the installation site
requires knowledge of the azimuth, tilt, and pointing angles (^, S, and 0),
as shown in Figure 4. These angles are calculated based on satellite position
and inclination information detenmined from the INTELSAT 11-parameter
ephemeris and epoch data, and on the earth station latitude and longitude.
First, the tilt angle (S) is established. For a fixed tilt angle, movement of
the actuator arm causes the antenna pointing vector to trace a path in both
the azimuth and elevation coordinates. A tilt angle is chosen that best fits
the pointing of the earth station antenna to the predicted satellite movement.
Using these data, the pointing angle (0) is determined for a specific time.
After the tilt and pointing angles are set, the antenna is scanned in the
azimuth angle (^) until the satellite signal is observed. The pointing angle
and azimuth angle are then adjusted for maximum signal strength. The time
of day and the pointing angle are noted. The calculated pointing angles are
then adjusted to correspond with the measured pointing angle. The tracker
controller can now be programmed to automatically update the antenna
pointing angle each sidereal half hour.
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PEdCESAT test and demonstration
The PEACESAT test and demonstration of the tracking antenna system
was conducted in two primary phases. The first consisted of a presentation
of INTELSAT system-related information to members of the PEACESAf
organization, including a demonstration of the quality of the satellite
communications link. This was followed by technical verification of the
performance of the inclined-orbit tracking system.
Test eonui g uratiou

The two vsA'rs were operated in an INTELSAT Vista Star Network mode,
with the Paumalu I Standard-A earth station serving as the hub station. All
three earth stations simultaneously tracked the inclined-orbit IN'FELSAr IV-A E3
satellite located at 177°E. The satellite orbit inclination was ±2.9°. Figure 2
shows the elevation and azimuth angular movements required of the earth
station antenna.
The C-band VSATS were equipped with a single voice/data circuit capability, each using a 64-kbit/s binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulator/
demodulator (modem). The Paumalu hub station was equipped with two such
modems to perform the turnaround function.
Four single-channel-per-carrier (scPc)/BP5K carriers were transmitted to
establish the communications link between the 1.8- and 2.9-m VSATS. Two
carriers were required for the ''go'' link from the I.S-m VSAT to the hub,
and from the hub to the 2.9-m vsAr. Two additional carriers were required
in order to establish the return link.

Figure 5. VSAT Tracking System

Results

The accuracy of the VSAT tracking system shown in Figure 5 was determined
by monitoring the signal at the Paumalu 1 hub station- The Paumalu 1
antenna was placed in autotrack and tracked the inclined-orbit satellite during
the measurement period. The strip-chart recording depicted in Figure 6 shows
the up-link signal level of the 2.9-m antenna in the direction of the satellite.
As the data demonstrate, the maximum signal loss due to tracking error was
1.5 dB, which corresponds to an angular pointing error of approximately
0.4°. The 2.9-m vsAr antenna transmit signal variation exhibited the expected
sawtooth amplitude pattern, corresponding to the anticipated falloff in signal
between satellite positioner corrections that were automatically programmed
to occur every half hour. The relatively constant signal level at the beginning
and end of the strip-chart recording occurs at the extremes of the figure-eight
pattern, where the satellite angular motion (as observed from the earth) is at
a minimum. The amount of signal loss depends on the length of the update

TIME (hr)

Figure 6. Signal Level of the 2.9-m VSAT
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period, the half-power beamwidth of the VSAT antenna, and the inclination
angle of the satellite orbit. The signal received using the I .8-m antenna was
not monitored; however, the signal variation introduced by the tracking
mechanism would be less hecause of the antenna's broader halt-power
beamwidth.
Conclusions
The successful PEACESAT test and demonstration of the simplified
satellite-tracking antenna mechanism indicates that the concept is suitable for
use in V5AT networks that access inclined-orhit satellites. The demonstration
also showed the feasibility of operating a voice and data communications
network on an inclined-orbit INTELSAT satellite.
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A sun i nterference prediction program
K. T. LIN AND L. J. YANG
(Manuscript received Slay 17, 1989)

Abstract
A computer program to estimate sun interference for a satellite-to-earth link has
been developed which runs on an 11551 3053 processor under vMicvls. A second version
of the program runs on an IBM von r under oos, without graphic outputs. The program
is designed as a system impairment analysis tool and is sufficiently general to be used
for a geostationary satellite at any longitude, an earth station anywhere on earth, and
Ibr any given time between the years 1950 and 2050. The predictions include time
of peak sun interference, sun interference duration, noise temperature increase due
to solar noise during the affected periods, and resulting (degraded) antenna G/T during
these periods.

Introduction
The sun is a widehand radio emitter. Its emitted radio energy is random,
and is therefore in the form of noise. At microwave frequencies, noise power
is usually measured in terms of its equivalent blackbody radiation (or
brightness) temperature. The sun's equivalent brightness temperature varies
from 12,000 to 40,000 K at 12 Gllz, depending on solar activity [1]. An
earth station antenna is usually directional and acts as a collector of radio
waves, including both wanted signals and noise.
When the sun passes through the main beam of an earth station antenna,
there is a dramatic increase in the received noise. The noise power increase
during a sun transit depends on the relative position of the sun with respect
to the antenna gain pattern; the size of the solar disk as observed from the
311
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earth station; and the effective noise-temperature distribution across the solar
disk. The increased noise degrades the earth station receive performance,
and may cause an outage. This effect is called sun interference.
The sun may also transit the main beam of a global-coverage satellite
antenna during orbital sunrise and sunset each day; however, the effect is
relatively small, since only a small portion of the main beam of the antenna
is filled by the sun. The computer program described here addresses sun
interference on the down-link path only.
For geostationary satellites and fixed earth stations, sun interference occurs
for several minutes daily during several days near the equinoxes. It occurs
before the spring equinox and after the fall equinox if the earth station is
located in the Northern Hemisphere, and occurs after the spring equinox and
before the fall equinox if the station is in the Southern Hemisphere 121. The
degradation during these periods is measured in terms of reduction in the
figure of merit of the receive system (G/T), which is defined as the ratio of
the antenna gain (G) to the total effective noise temperature (T), including
the system noise referred to the antenna terminal.
For a large receiving antenna, the noise temperature increase is almost
equal to the average solar disk noise temperature during peak interference
(assuming that the noise temperature across the solar disk is uniform), because
the entire main beam is filled by the solar disk. On the other hand, for a
small antenna with a half-power beamwidth larger than the solar disk, the
noise temperature increase is less than that experienced by large antennas
during peak interference. Therefore, the degradation in GIT is typically less
for a small antenna than for a large one.
Vuong and Forsey [3] recently presented a prediction of sun transit. They
noted that their predictions for high-gain antennas could be inaccurate because
the emitted noise distribution over the solar disk is not uniform, as assumed
in their simplified analysis. For greater accuracy, the noise temperature
distribution over the solar disk should he used; however, it must be measured
only a couple of days in advance of the prediction period in order to be
extrapolated accurately, since it does not remain the same for longer periods
of time. Because of this difficulty, the simplifying assumption of an average
solar disk noise temperature is also used in the prediction given here. It
should be noted that this assumption can give rise to errors approaching
3 dB.
Where sun outages cannot be tolerated, strategies can be devised to avoid
them. Some satellite time-division multiple access (TDMA) system operations
avoid sun outages by using two reference earth stations that have adequate
separation. To analyze this problem for stations in a relatively small coverage
area, precise predictions of the time and duration of the sun outages are
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necessary [4]. For some systems that employ large antennas, system unavailability due to additional disruption of service by sun interference may
reach 0.02 percent. However, as could be expected for systems using small
antennas, a recent calculation showed that sun transit effects in many Kuhand very small aperture terminal (vsAT) systems are far milder than in
conventional satellite communications systems 151. Thus, a means of sun
interference prediction is important to both system designers and system
operators, who should he aware of sun outage occurrences and their system
effects. However, the program presented here should be used with caution
by system operators, due to the simplifying assumptions used.

Constraints on the SU%OIUT program model
A computer program called StINOUT was developed to predict the approximate time, duration, and degree of degradation of sun interference for a
down-link path. One version of the program runs on an IBM 3053 processor
under VMICMS; another version runs on an IBM PC/AT under Dos. SUNOUT is
intended to be used as a system impairment analysis tool, and should also
have useful applications in operational environments, although as noted
below it cannot be used to predict precise sun interference times.

In order to simplify the computation, the following reasonable assumptions
were made:
a. A spherical earth with earth stations at zero altitude above sea
level is assumed.
b. An approximate mathematical model is used to predict the sun's
position 161. The resulting error is within 0.01 ° or, for a given position,
within 6 seconds.
e. Only antennas with diameters greater than 10 wavelengths are
considered.
d. The satellite is assumed to be true geostationary, with zero
declination.
e. Variations in the earth's rotation are not considered.
f. Parallax correction is neglected in obtaining the coordinates of the
sun.
g. Noise from the sun is assumed to be uniformly distributed over
its disk.
Ii. The size of the solar disk is assumed to be fixed as viewed by any
earth station.
The simplification in orbital parameters arising from the assumption in
item Id) may have a significant impact on the sun outage time prediction.
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For a satellite orbit with an inclination of 1°, the error in the predicted time
of peak interference may be 3 to 5 minutes, while for satellites with larger
inclinations the error may be substantially greater. However, these errors arc
acceptable in a systems analysis tool. The relevant formulas used in the
program will be derived in the following sections.

SUN OUT program model
Coordinate systems and astronomical mangle

Two coordinate systems were used in the computation. One is the horizon
coordinate system (Hcs), and the other is the equatorial coordinate system
(r:es) 171. The FIGS is defined by an observer on earth with a local reference
horizontal plane and a north-pointing vector. The direction to an object is
given by the azimuth and elevation angles. The azimuth is the horizontal
angle measured clockwise from north, and the elevation is the angle between
the object and its projection onto the horizontal reference plane. Although
the coordinates of a celestial object in the Iles change continuously because
of the earth's rotation, this system is convenient for specifying an antenna
pointing to a geostationary satellite. The observer is at the origin of the
system.
For a celestial body such as the sun, it is more convenient to use the ECS.
In this system the earth's equator is the reference plane, and the vernal
equinox defines the reference direction. The coordinates of a body are given
by the declination, which is the angle between the equatorial plane and the
object, and the right ascension, which is the angle measured counterclockwise relative to celestial north in the equatorial plane from the vernal
equinox to the current projection to the object. The declination is positive if
the object is north of the equator and negative if it is south. In this system,
the coordinates of a distant celestial body are relatively fixed and independent
of the earth's diurnal rotation. The system has an origin at earth's center.
The position of the sun at a given time is often determined by the right
ascension and the declination in the HCS, as derived in the next section. For
a distant object such as the sun, the transformation from the ECS to the Hcs
is the solution to the astronomical triangle [8], which is formed by arcs of
great circles passing through the North Pole, the zenith, and the celestial
body (Figure I). The zenith is the point directly above the observer. The
observer's meridian is the great circle through the North Pole and the zenith.
The observer's latitude is measured between the observer's zenith and the
equatorial plane on the observer's meridian. The latitude is negative if the
observer's zenith is to the south of the equatorial plane; otherwise it is

Figure I. The Astronomical Triangle

positive. Colatitude is the arc segment complementary to the latitude. The
horizontal plane is defined by the great circle perpendicular to the observer's
zenith. Here, the parallax correction resulting from the different origins has
been ignored.
The sun's meridian is the great circle through the pole and the sun. The
local hour angle, which represents the hour difference from local noon, is
the arc measured on the equatorial plane in the clockwise sense from the
observer's meridian to the sun's meridian, expressed in hours or degrees.
Before noon, the hour angle is greater than 12 hours, and after noon it is
less than 12 hours. The local hour angle is also equal to the angular difference
from the observer's longitude to the sun's longitude (which usually is not
directly available).
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From the law of consines for sides in spherical trigonometry, the following
basic lormula is obtained for a spherical triangle with sides a, b, c and angle
a opposite side a:
coca = cosbcosc + sinbsinccosa (I)
where each side is specified in terms of the corresponding angle subtended
at the center of the sphere.
The astronomical triangle may be related to this spherical triangle by
letting a be the local hour angle (e), a be the angle complementary to the
elevation (e), b he the colatitude of the observer (latitude, L), and e be the
angle complementary to the sun's declination (D). Substitution into equation
(I) yields
eos(90° - e) = cos (900 - L) cos (900 - D)
(2)
+ sin (90° - L) sin (90° - D) cos e
which reduces to
sine = sin L sin D + cos L cos D cos e

(3)

and then to
e = sin

'(sin L sin D + cos L cos t) cos e)

(4)

Equation (4) expresses the elevation angle of the sun (referenced to the
earth ' s center), as seen by an observer , in terms of the observer' s latitude,
local hour angle , and declination of the sun.
Now the spherical triangle may be rearranged by letting a = 360° .. cp
(azimuth ); a = 90° - D; b = 90° - L; and e = 90° - e. Substituting
into equation (I) gives

cos (90° - D) = cos ( 90° - /.) cos (90° - e) (5)
+ sin (90 ° - L) sin (90° - e) cos (360° - rP)
which reduces to
cos cp = sin D/(cos L. cos e) - tan L tan e (6)
and then to
9 = cos-' I sin D/(cos L cos e) - tan L tan e] (7)
Equation (7) expresses the azimuth of the sun, as seen, by the observer, in
terms of the observer's latitude, elevation, and declination of the sun.
Equations (4) and (7), which neglect parallax correction, are used to obtain
the coordinates of the sun in the HCS based on those in the ECS.

Calculating time and the coordinates of the sun

The right ascension and the declination of the sun, as well as the earth's
rotational orientation relative to vernal equinox, may be related to the
universal time (UT) 161. Time is measured according to the period of the
earth's rotation. Usually, the unit of time is the solar day, which is the period
between successive sun passages through the observer's meridian. However,
since the earth also circles the sun with a period of I year, the solar day is
not the true period of the earth's rotation. The true period is called a sidereal
day and is the period between passages of the vernal equinox through the
observer's meridian.
There are also variations (nutation and precession) in the earth's rotation,
and thus in the length of a sidereal day. The mean sidereal day is determined
by the mean earth rotation. The difference between mean sidereal time and
apparent sidereal time is called the equation of equinox. The apparent sidereal
time also depends on the longitude of the observer. At the observer's location
it is called the local apparent sidereal time (LAST), and at Greenwich it is
called the Greenwich apparent sidereal time (CAST). Therefore, the true angle
from the vernal equinox is implied in the apparent sidereal time, but universal
time is referenced to the mean solar time at Greenwich. By neglecting the
correction for the equation of equinox, the t.ASF and CAST can be obtained
from the universal time 191 by
LAST = CAST

+ for east
- for west

CAST(att^UT) = 24,110.54841° + 8,640,184.812866°JC
+ 0.093104' JC2 - 6.2 x 10 °i JC 3 (8b)
+ 3.600°t
where 1 is the longitude of the observer: IC = (JD - 2,451,545.0)/36,525
(the interval of time measured in Julian centuries of 36,525 days of UT,
elapsed since the epoch 2000 January 1, 12h UT); and JD is the Julian date,
which is the time interval measured in mean solar days elapsed since
January 1, 4713 BC, I2h UT. (For January 1, 2000, l2' UT, JD = 2,451,545.0.
i.e., the epoch J2000.0.) Multiples of 24" must be added or subtracted as
necessary to put LAST and CAST in the range of 0h to 24h.
By neglecting the ecliptic latitude of the sun, the right ascension and the
declination of sun can be derived from the obliquity of the ecliptic (d2) and
the ecliptic longitude (T) shown in Figure 2, as
T = 1, + 1.915° sing + 0.020° sin 2g (9)
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Now let a = T; h = RA ( right ascension of sun ); c = D; a = 90°; and
substitution into equation (1) yields

CELESTIAL
NORTH POLE

cost = cos ten cos D (13)
Then let a = D; b = T; C = RA; a = U; and substitution into equation (1)
gives
cos D = cos T cos RA + sin T sin RA cos Si (14)
Combining equations (13) and (14), and eliminating cos D, we obtain
cost sin RA = sin w cos RA cos

[I

which further reduces to
RA = tan I (cos fi tan T) (16)
where the angle RA of equation (16) is selected to be within the same quadrant
as T. The local hour angle is the time (or angular) difference between the
LAST and the right ascension of the sun, as
E = LAST - RA

(17)

Equations (12) and (16) can be used to obtain the coordinates of the sun in
the ECS to a precision of 0.01° for any given time between the years 1950
and 2050.
Calculating the look angles of a satel lice as seen Prom an earth
station

Figure 2. The Ecliptic Great Circle

where 1, = 280.460° + 0.9856474°n (mean longitude of the sun); g =
357.528° + 0.9856003°n (mean anomaly): n = JD - 2,451,545.0 (number
of solar days to the epoch J2000.0), and
S2 = 23.439° - 0.0000004°n
From the law of sines in spherical trigonometry we obtain
sin 7/sin 90° = sin D/sin 11
which reduces to

(10)

In practice, a geostationary satellite is not completely stationary as viewed
from the earth, but appears to drift with a diurnal pattern. Since the drift is
usually very small, the diurnal motion of the satellite is ignored here. The
satellite position is given by the geographic longitude, 1,,,,on the geostationary
orbit, which is approximately 35,900 km (22.300 mi) above the earth's
surface I IOJ. Let point A in Figure 3 be the subsatellite point at the earth's
surface.
Let L and l„ be the latitude and longitude, respectively, of the earth station
at point B in Figure 3. Also, let Rn be the radius of the earth and R he the
distance from the satellite to the earth center, O. By assuming that the earth
is a sphere and applying spherical trigonometry to Figure 3, we obtain
cos S = cost cos (1„ - 10(1)

(18)

D = sin -' (sin fi sin T ) (12) I cos (l„ - 1,,3 = cost cos S + sin LI sin fi cos (3 (19)
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R sin S = d sin (90° - e,„J

(24)

Solving for the elevation angle, gives us
= cos

(R sin 6/d)

(25)

Equations (20), (21), (22), and (25) are used to obtain the look angles of a
satellite in the tics.
Determining dates and time of day of sun transit

It is assumed that the direction of antenna pointing is known, and that the
time is sought when the sun passes nearest to this particular direction. It is
difficult to deduce the time from equations (4) and (7) by requiring that e =
e,. and cI) = (I. Instead, a simple formula that approximates the declination
of the sun, D', in terms of days of the year is used:
Figure 3. Geometry of the Earth Station
on the Earth

where S is the arc distance between points A and B on the sphere; (3 is the
angle as shown in Figure 3; and is the longitude of the satellite. Equation
(19) further reduces to

D' = 23.5° sin 2

(p - x)/3651 (26)

where 23.5° is the approximate obliquity of the ecliptic, p is the day of the
year, and the value of x is 80 for days near the vernal equinox and 83.5 for
days near the autumnal equinox. This formula is similar to that used in
Reference 2. Two different values are used for x because the number of days

cos (3 = tan lLlctn S (20)
Then the azimuth of the satellite as seen from a station located in the Northern
Hemisphere is
_rr + 13 satellite west of the station ( )
'it - (3 satellite east of the station 21
For a station in the Southern Hemisphere, the azimuth is
I 52-rr - (3 satellite west of the station
r (3 satellite east of the station (271
Applying the law of cosines to the triangle formed by the satellite, the earth
station, and the earth center, O (Figure 4), we obtain
d' = R^ + R2 - 2R0R cos S (23)
where d is the distance from the earth station to the satellite. The figure
shows a right triangle, SBC, and its relationship to the local horizontal plane
at the earth station. The elevation angle is the angle between the horizontal
plane and the direction to the satellite. From Figure 4, we obtain

Figure 4. Planar View of the Earth Station-to-Satellite System
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from vernal equinox to autumnal equinox is not equal to the number of days
from autumnal equinox to vernal equinox.
At sun transit, the sun's declination, D, to the equatorial plane is very
close to the equivalent declination, D, of the satellite look angles in the
ECS, which is calculated by replacing e with e,,° and ( with rI, in equation
(5) to obtain
D„ = sin- I (sin L sin e,,, + cos L cos ecos

(27)

The approximate date of peak sun transit can be solved by equating
equations (26) and ( 27) to obtain the nearest integer of p, day P0.
The number of affected days can he approximated by 151
Half-power beamwidth + 0.48°
Affected days =

(28)

0.4°/day

Then the corresponding universal time Uro is
uTO = LTI, !°

+ for west
- for east 33)

Substituting day P^ and time Ur„ into equations (8), (9), (10), (12), and
(16) gives the more accurate declination (D0) and right ascension (RA„) of
the sun , and the T. AST for that time, EAST,,. Since UTO and Po are derived
from an approximate formula, Do and RAIL will not he the declination and
right ascension at peak sun interference , but will be very close to them. A
more accurate date of peak sun interference is derived by substituting day P
= Po ± l and time UT,, into equations (9) and ( 12) to find a new day P with
D0.2°, where / is an integer.
The equivalent declination , D,c,,, of the satellite look angles does not vary
with time, but the equivalent right ascension , RA„„ is
RA,,, = LAST - E,,, (34)

where 0.48° is the approximate optical diameter of the sun. The half-power
beamwidth (in degrees) may be estimated as
K
Half-power beamwidth = 70

(29)

where dis the antenna diameter and K is the operational wavelength, in
the same units.
The approximate time of the transit peak on day Po can be derived from
the following relationship:

which varies as time progresses (at a rate of about 2.5° every 10 minutes).
For a short period of time, the sun's declination and right ascension will not
vary significantly (less than 0.003° and 0.007°, respectively, every 10
minutes).

Another criterion for the sun transit time is the coincidence of the sun's
and the satellite's right ascensions (RA, RA,,,). Therefore, for a time (UTI,)
close to the sun transit, the condition is
RA,,, = RA„

(35)

From equations (34) and (35), a new LAST is obtained, as

sin

= sin L sin D+ cos L cos D,,, cos e,,, (30)
LAST1 = RA + E,

which reduces to
e,,, = cos -I ( sin e/eos L cos D,,, - tan L tan D.,,,) (31)

(36)

The corresponding universal time, trri, at peak sun interference is derived
as
Ua} = UT„ + (LAST, - LASrQ) x 0.99726957 (37)

where eis the equivalent local hour angle of the satellite look angles in the
Ecs. Equation ( 30) is obtained by replacing e with e,,,. D with D,,,, and e
with e,a in equation ( 3). A condition for the sum transit time is that both the
sun and the satellite have the same local hour angle . As noted above, the
local hour angle is the time difference from local noon. The local time, LT0.
is

For days immediately before or after day P. UTI for day P may be used
as the input UT„ to obtain the time of peak sun interference (UT1) on those
days, with the above algorithm.

The number of affected minutes for the peak day can be approximated by
[51

12 - e,° for antenna pointing east (32) Affected minutes = Half-power beamwidth + 0.48°
LTO 12 + efor antenna pointing west
(38)
0.25°/min
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Ilelermining offset angles

AT„ = 4. J I T,' 0( 0, (p) sin0 d0d4

Once the periods of sun transit have been determined, the sun's coordinates
(e and (I) can be calculated from equations (4) and (7). The offset angle,
00, between the sun and the satellite can he computed in the HCS from

H° = cos-' cos e cos e,,, cos (q) - (l)„) -f sine sin e j (39)
Noise temperature of the sun

Assuming that the sun's temperature is constant over the visible disk, the

(43)

sun's disk
The polarization factor is included implicitly [7], [12]. Here, it is assumed
that the sun is a disk of optical size 0.48° in diameter and of constant
temperature, / 7 . The radiation pattern, 0(0, 4)), of an antenna is derived
from a simple form of the aperture illumination function 1131 for circular
symmetry

solar flux density is equal to that of a blackbody radiator at 6,000 K for
frequencies greater than 30 GHz, but exceeds this flux value at lower
frequencies 171. Furthermore, for the lower frequencies, the noise temperature
also depends on the level of solar activity. For frequencies, f, between I and
20 Cl lz, the following relation may he used to estimate the noise temperature

(44)

where r is the distance from the center of the antenna on the aperture. The
pattern used is

of the quiet sun [3]:

^- tN^,

is _ sing

T, = 120,000f °'s (K) (40)
cro.^I- 2P+It[2'I'tP+g
The radiated noise power is attenuated as it passes through the atmosphere
because of gaseous absorption, and this attenuation increases with decreasing
elevation angle. For the standard atmosphere, the one-way zenith path
attenuation is about 0.036 dB at C-band and about 0.072 dB at Ku-band.
For elevation angles greater than 5°, the slant path attenuation is given
approximately by [1l]
0.036/sine dB at C-band
atten = 0.072/sine dB at Ku-band

(41)

(42)

oro=a <R

(45)

otherwise

where P is I, 1.5, and 2 for aperture efficiencies of 75.0, 64.0, and 55.55
percent, respectively 1141.
Equation (43) is integrated numerically in the 0 direction. Since the
integrand does not change in the 4) direction, the result of the 4) integration
is simply the extent of the sun's disk, 24)„ in the 4) direction (Figure 5), as

AT° = T,' f
0 (0, 4)) Sinn (24,) d0
Oar u-a., 1155

(46)

whiduvir ie lurger)

where

extended over the sun's visible disk.
Calculating noise temperature and tignre•ofnneri / degradation
due to sun interference

cos)

U

I he solar noise temperature observed at an earth station is then approximated
by
T)=T, 10- mioJIS

F- I

x

drr =

1

for 0, - a, - 0 and 0 ria,, - 05
cos '(cosa- cos0 cos0„)
Nino sin0,

otherwise

The effective rise in noise temperature due to solar transit is calculated by
averaging of the radiation pattern of the antenna over the sun's disk, weighted In the program, the Bessel functions, Je+,O, arc computed using polynomial
by the sun's temperature 131, as approximations 1141.
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TO
SATELLITE

Practical example
The program input data include the following:
• Year considered
• Satellite longitude
• Down-link carrier frequency (GHz)
• Barth station longitude and latitude
• Antenna diameter (m)
• Antenna noise temperature (K)
• Receiver noise temperature (K)
• Ambient tempcrature (K)
• Feed loss (dB)
• Efficiency of the antenna.

Figure 5. Offset Angle O Behreen the Sun artd the Satellite

The receiving system itself also generates noise due to feed loss (L1), the
ambient temperature of the antenna (T„), antenna noise from the sky ('P„),
and receiver noise (T,). The total noise temperature. T, during sun transit is
T = T„ + 0T„ + T„(Lj - I) + T,, Lt (47)
The degraded G/T can then be expressed as
G/T = 10log10 [G(0 = 0, ^)/TI (dB/K) (48)
Verifying results
The predicted locations of the sun in terms of elevation and azimuth angles
as functions of time have also been compared with results computed using
another program [8]. The error in both elevation and azimuth is less than
0.1°. Since no measured data arc available, no quantitative verification of
the predicted antenna noise temperature increases and degradation in G/T
can be made. 1'he estimated accuracy in the date of peak interference is
about 2 days, and in the time of peak interference is about 5 minutes.

As an example, the program was executed for an earth station located at
Taipei, Taiwan, pointing to a satellite at 180°B, with an antenna diameter of
1.8 m, antenna efficiency of 64.0 percent, antenna noise temperature of 58 K,
receiver noise temperature of 230 K, feed loss of 0.25 dB, and receive
frequency of 11.15 GHz. The program predicted that this station would
experience peak sun interference at 23 hr, 41 min, 25 s on March 11. 1989,
and also at 23 hr, 20 min, 34 s on October 3, 1989. Again, the predicted
time of peak interference is expected to be accurate to within about
±5 minutes, due to the simplified assumptions. For both events, a system
degradation of about 9 dB in G/T at peak interference was estimated.
A sample of the output of the program for this case is shown in Figure 6.
Graphical output (Figure 7) is available only from the mM 3053 version,
although the Pc version could be extended to include this capability. The
increase in antenna noise temperature, total system noise temperature, and
G/T's of the receive earth station during the sun transit periods arc tabulated.
The time increment in the computation is I minute for each affected day,
covering 10 minutes before and after the peak interference for that day. The
peak interference time of each affected day gradually changes during the sun
transit periods; however, these small differences are ignored in the graphical
outputs.

Co nc Ins ions
A method for estimating sun interference effects at an earth station has
been developed and programmed. Noise variations due to solar disturbances,
antenna pointing errors, small perturbations of the earth's rotation, and station
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altitude are not included in the program. A spherical earth model and a
mathematically Workable antenna pattern are assumed. The satellite is also
assumed to he perfectly stationary on the geosynchronous orbit. Calculations
showing the quantitative effects of sun transit on the earth station G/T were
presented. The program is designed mainly as an analysis tool for system
impairments.
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Les systemcs a etalcment de spectre agrandissent la largeur de bandc des .signaux
de telecommunication de faSon apparemment aleatoire. d'ou protection du caractcre
conlidentiel de la transmission et/ou resistance an brouillage. La simulation de ecs
systemcs exigc la model isation des produits bandc-temps (W,T„) cIeves, caraeteristiqucs
de ces signaux. Un programme informatique, qui simule les systemcs a pseudo-bruit
it sequence directe et Ics systemcs a sauts de frcquence est decrit dans I'exposc. Les
resultats des cssais sont presentess. Les simulations utilisent notamment Ic principe
d'cchantillonage d'importanee, cc qui permet de rcduire Ics temps de simulation des
systemcs a sauts de frcquenee.

Modems pro grammables PIDP-2 , MDP-4, :1IDP-4 a
dEcalage faisant appel a des processeurs
de signaux nameriques
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La conception dalgorithmes dune classe de modems programmables bases sur
des processeurs de signaux numeriques est presentee dans cette crude. Ces modems
de rout modique peuvent travailler a des debits binaires de quelques centaines z
plusieurs centaines de milliers de bits par seconde, dons one gamine ctendue
d'applieations allant des petites stations tel-riennes a faible densitc de trace aux
terminaux a porteuse monovoie, terrestres, maritimcs ou aeronautiques. Les formats
do modulation MDE--2, Moe-4 et MDE-'I a dccalage, dans Ics modes de fonetionnement
continu et par piquet ont etc utilises clans Ies modems prototypes. Pour pouvoir
utiliser la vaste gamme de debits binaires, unc architecture de multiprocesseur pouvant
titre adapter a diverses configurations d'applications partieulicres a rte conSue. La
realisation concrete de Bette architecture est examinee pour certaines applications
potentielles et Ics algorithmes pour ('acquisition dans Ie mode par paquets et Ie mode
continu sont dccrits. I,es resultats des cssais de performance typique, en terme de
faux d'erreur hinaire dans unc voie en presence dun bruit binnc gaussien, sont donnes
pour ehacune de ces applications. Les resultats eorrohorent Ics predictions EhCoriques.
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